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• Orono noise ordinance
Students, town residents clash over proposed ordinances
By John Humphrey
Staff Writer
The Orono town council heard com-
ments from students and residents Monday
night in a hearing that raised serious ques-
tions about three proposed ordinances aimed
at student parties and residences.
The most controversial of the three aims
at "reducing and controlling loud, unneces-
sary, or unusual noises within the town
limits of Orono."
According to Orono Police Chief Daniel
Lowe, the ordinance is needed to give police
the power to stop loud parties before they
get out of hand. Under the current system,
the police cannot interfere with a party until
a complaint is made.
"By the time we can do something it's so
far out of proportion that we have to call in
backup," Lowe said.
He said some residents, such as the eld-
erly, feel intimidated by loud parties and are
unwilling to complain. Since anonymous
calls are not acted upon, he said these people
have few options.
Several Orono residents supported the
proposed ordinance because of personal
experiences with student parties.
Robin Kruger of Orono related stories of
"knockout fights" in her neighborhood and
parties "three to four nights a week."
"We're tired of constantly having to
complain," Kruger said. "My home is my
refuge and it has really been assaulted."
Orono resident George Criner told how
he was awoken once at 2 a.m. to hear his
student neighbors destroying their apart-
ment with baseball bats and golf clubs.
"The ordinance may not be perfect but I
think it's a step in the right direction," Criner
said.
A number of students and residents spoke
against the ordinance on grounds that it was
unnecessary and unfair.
- Marge Erhardt, an Orono resident, said
she felt the ordinance specifically discrimi-
nated against students and landlords. She
said there was no need for further laws to
keep the peace.
See NOISE on page 16
Chris Smeriglio, president of the Off-Campus Board and UMaine student Scott
MacPherson voiced their opinions at the Orono town council meeting. (Boyd photo)
• Fee hike
BOT votes to raise room and board,
Comprehensive fee for next year
By Michelle Hikel $4 for those taking 11 or fewer John Halstead, vice president
Staff Writer credit hours. for Student Affairs, said the Trust-
-this incre_ased"cost was ap- ees approved the project "at a
The increase of student room proved by the board to help balance cost not exceeding $161,000."
and board rates, tenure approval out the projected decline in student He said $94,500 of the
for 61 University of Maine facul- enrollment next year," he said. $161,000 would be covered by
ty and the closing of Orono's on- Price said the trustees would the Technology Fee, while the
campus bowling alleys were some approve next year's tuition at their remaining $66,500 would come
of the actions taken by UMaine's next meeting. from the Union's reserve fund.
Board of Trustees during their
Monday meeting at the Universi-
ty of Southern Maine.
Kent Price, assistant to the
chancellor, said the Trustees vot-
ed a 2.9 percent increase in room
and board rates for the Orono
campus next fall semester. This
will raise room and board from
$4,241 to $4,362.
Price said the increase was
recommended by the chancellor
and approved by the Trustees to
compensate for the state's pro-
jected inflation rate.
According to Price, UMaine
Machias received a 5.6 percent
room and board rate increase—
the largest increase at any of the
seven campuses.
Room and board rates at
UMaine Presque Isle increased
2.9 percent, while the Fort Kent
and Southern Maine campuses did
not receive any increase. Rates on
the Farmington campus were re-
duced $20.
Price said the trustees voted to
raise next year's comprehensive
fee by $8 for students taking 12 or
more credit hours a semester, and
Room and board fees will be increased
from $4,241 to $4,362. The
Comprehensive fee was raised by $8 for
full-time students and by $4 for part-
time students.
In other action, the trustees ap-
proved tenure contracts for 61 fac-
ulty members on the Orono cam-
pus. Twenty-one are women.
Despite the state budget crisis,
the tenure appointment "is the larg-
est number ever considered at one
time," according to Price.
He said this was the result of the
large number of faculty hired five
and six years ago, when the gover-
nor and legislature gave the UMaine
system more money.
Price said the trustees also unan-
imously voted to replace the bowl-
ing alleys in UMaine's Memorial
Union with a 24-hour personal com-
Outer cluster.
-The issue of the bowling
alley is not controversial. Most
people have said that the alley
was underutilized and that it
should be replaced with some-
thing that would better serve stu-
dents," he said.
Other action consisted of the
Trustees authorizing a "pilot
modulus" in the Outreach Cen-
ter. According to Price, it is an
experiment for a course in the
College of Engineering.
He said the project will cost
$70,000, and funding for this will
come from private donations.
Price said the Trustees also
Sec ROT on page 15
• Recycling
Research program
gets 'trashed'
By Jody Myers until now," Nicholas Houtman,
Staff Writer Natural Resources Communicator
said.
More than half of what Main- The project requires partici-
ers throw away could be recycled, pants to collect trash from around
according to an ongoing, state-wide 25 households in 14 Maine corn-
study. munities.
To find this information, the The workers take the trash to a
Maine Waste Management Agen- central area, then weigh and sort it
cy and the University of Maine by hand into 33 categories, such as
bypassed national recycling stud- organic waste (leftover food), plas-
ies and decided to find out for tics, paper and even cat litter and
themselves what Maine was capa- pet bedding.
ble of doing. Maine's goal .according to the
"What we are collecting is ac- report, is to consistently recycle 50
curate information that didn't exist Sec TRASH on age 15
Trash Facts
What's found in the garbage of
14 selected Maine communities
Waste
Organic food waste
Mixed paper products
Newsprint
Various plastics
Cardboard
Textiles
Magazines
Disposable diapers
Glass, all types
Organic waste, misc.
Cat litter, pet bedding
Tin, steel cans
Household debris
Other metals
percent
25%.
13.5%
9.5%
7%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3.5%
3.5%
3%
2.5%
2%
1%
Maine Campus graphic by Shawn Anderson. Figures provided
by The Maine Garbage Project
I.
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WorldBriefs • Indian farmers protest government by laughing• Two French political parties seeking partners for 1993
• Woman hits Margaret Thatcher with bunch of daffodils
• Rally
20,000 farmers try new form ofprotest against government in India
BANGALORE, India (AP) — When angry protests don't work, try laughter.1
 
That's what 20,000 farmers did for two hours Monday in this southern capital toexpress their scorn for the state government.
"We want to laugh this government out," said M. D. Nanjundaswamy, leader of theKarnataka Farmers Association as supporters howled and guffawed outside the statelegislature building.
The farmers' association often holds violent rallies to protest policies it considers anti-rural.Protesters waved green towels and shouted slogans demanding the Karnataka govern-ment resign for its alleged corrupt practices, including land scandals.As faces started to hurt from the non-stop effort, many farmers began to whistle. Otherssimply hooted.
About 2,000 armed policemen did not intervene.
"There's no law against laughing," said Police Commissioner R. Ramalingam.
• NASA
Fuel leaks delay shuttle
3 CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Fuel leaksforced postponement of space shuttle Atlantis'launch, but NASA said it fixed the problem and
rescheduled liftoff for Tuesday.
Launch director Bob Sieck said he was confident thetrouble was not a recurrence of the hydrogen leaks thatgrounded the shuttle fleet for almost half a year in 1990.NASA hoped for an 8 a.m. Tuesday launch.
Unusually high levels of hydrogen and oxygen weredetected in Atlantis' engine compartment early Mondayshortly after fueling began.
the launch team tried to duplicate the seepage by load-ing more propellant, but nothing leaked.
Sieck said that indicated the problem was temporary andin Teflon seals rather than extensive plumbing between the
external fuel tank and the orbiter and its rocket engines.
• Weird attack
Thatcher swatted with
daffodils
4 MARPLE BRIDGE, England (AP) — A womanwho took a swat at Margaret Thatcher with a bunchof daffodils was arrested Monday.
The founer prime minister was out seeking votes for theConservative Party in this northern village near Manchesterwhen a woman offered her a bouquet. When Mrs. Thatcher
went to accept it, the woman started flailing at her head withthe daffodils.
Mrs. Thatcher turned away and her personal detective
stepped between her and the floral assailant while uni-formed officers held the unidentified woman's arm.
Greater Manchester police arrest the woman for an
alleged breach of the peace and took her to the police station.
• Government post
New commerce chief
5 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Barbara Hackman
Franklin took over Monday as secretary of com-
merce, the 29th person to hold that post but only the
second woman.
"I'm really thrilled to be on your team," she told PresidentBush. She was sworn in by Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, the
only woman ever to serve on the Supreme Court.
She succeeded Robert A. Mosbacher, who has been
named chairman of Bush's re-election campaign.
The president said Ms. Franklin, a noted businesswom-
an, will be "an evangelist for a strong economy fueled bygrowth."
• French elections
French conservative parties looking
for partners for 1993 elections
2
 
PARIS (AP) — Two mainstream conservative parties began searching forcoalition partners Monday to take on President Francois Mitterrand's governingSocialists in the 1993 parliamentary elections.
But party leaders from the Rally for the Republic and the Union for French Democracydenied they would seek ties with the extreme-right National Front, which has been assailedas racist and fascist for its anti-immigration stance.
The search of political partners follows balloting Sunday by millions of Frenchmenagainst the political establishment, opting instead for far-right or ecology parties.The respected French daily Le Monde, in a front-page editorial, summed up the post-election mood:
"A fragmented France which looks everywhere for a solution. A left of shaky principlesin disarray. A liberal right so weakened that it cannot take advantage of the crumbling left.The results leave the country with the image of a loose-fitting puzzle."
WorldDigest
• Albanian election
Albanians celebrate vote
TIRANA, Albania (AP) — Tens of thousands ofAlbanians cheered Monday as an opposition leaderhailed his party's election victory as the end of a
"very deep sleep" under Stalinist power.
The Central Election Commission said Monday that theDemocratic Party had captured 76 of 97 electoral districts inthis poor, mountainous country wedged on the Adriatic Seabetween Greece and Yugoslavia.
With a two-thirds majority, the Democrats could changethe constitution to force Socialist President Ramiz Alia outof office. Alia has completed one year of the five-year termthe last parliament gave him.
Isolated for decades by its hard-line leadership, Albaniain 1990 became the last of the Communist states on theEuropean continent to throw off one-party rule.
The last year has been one of massive hardship. Thereare few jobs, riots have broken out at warehouses distribut-ing foreign food donations, and people in the cities often gowithout heat or electricity.
U.S. and other Western diplomats support the Demo-crats, meaning the new government is likely to attract moreforeign aid and technical assistance.
According to the election commission, the Socialistscaptured only five seats Sunday, with 26 percent of the votecompared to the Democrats' 64 percent.
14
0,
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• Bombing
Islamic Jihad claims
responsibility for bomb
BEIRI IT, Lebanon (AP) —The pro-Iranian Islam-7 ic Jihad Organization on Monday reiterated its claim tohave bombed the Israeli Embassy in Argentina toavenge Israel's slaying of a Muslim leader, his wife and child.In a typewritten statement, the group accused "criminalIsrael" and its agents of distorting the truth by issuing atelephone denial of the first Islamic Jihad claim of respon-sibility, made Wednesday.
"We warn Israel and its agents... to stop their games andfalse claims," said the statement delivered to the Beirutoffice of a Western television news network.The statement was accompanied by a videotape thegroup said showed the Israeli Embassy in Buenos Airesbefore Tuesday's blast, which killed 28 people and injuredmore than 220.
The 90-second, black-and
-white tape showed an archedentrance to a white building, shown from several anglesthrough a sometimes shaky zoom lens.
There was no flag or other evidence proving that thebuilding was the Israeli Embassy.
A day after Islamic Jihad's previous statement wasissued in Beirut, an anonymous caller purporting to speakfor the groupsaid that the statement was a hoax.
 •••••••■•••,,Wplipuillx10111111101114.61.111100111INNItifrottrite,
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• Advice Column
Sex Matters
Q: Do women really fake orgasm?
Male Junior
A: Did you see the movie "When Harry
Met Sally?" Certainly, some women have
faked or do fake orgasm; so do some men.
Actually, as our society has come to expect
that women should by enjoying sex, the
pressure for her to reach orgasm (or to
pretend she has) has increased; more wom-
en are probably faking now (so much for
sexual freedom) than in earlier times when
women's enjoyment wasn't even discussed
or expected.
Some people suggest women, fake or-
gasm, men fake foreplay.
Q: What is the new birth control meth-
od that uses the rods in your arm? How
does it work? Female, Senior
A: Simply put, Norplant is a new way of
packaging birth control pills. Instead of
taking a pill everyday, 6 small capsules are
implanted under the skin in her upper arm.
These capsules slowly release the de-
sired amount of hormone to prevent ovula-
tion. This method was recently approved by
the FDA and offers women contraceptive
protection for five years.
According to Mark Jackson, Director of
Cutler Health Center, Norplant is not cur-
rently available through Cutler; however, if
students were to express a large interest they
would investigate offering this method.
Q: Is it unhealthy to use birth control
pills for several years? Female, Junior
A: It is considered safe to take the pill for
many years. In fact, the risks associated with
pregnancy far outweigh the risks of being on
the pill. Experience shows that stopping and
starting the pill creates undesirable physical
stress and increases the risk of pregnancy
and menstrual irregularity. Do no stop the
pill until you have obtained and learned how
to use another form of contraception.
You should know that there are no routine
medical benefits to stopping the pill periodi-
cally nor after a certain number of years. or at
a certain age. Please consult with your clini-
cian before assuming it is necessary.
Q: How do women who don't orgasm
from straight sex learn to orgasm during
sex? Males never seem to give proper
additional stimulation. Female, Junior
A: I assume straight sex means penis-in-
vagina intercourse. Most women need di-
rect stimulation of the clitoris. Intercourse is
usually not the most effective way to get it.
The vagina is often too far from the clitoris
for intercourse alone to provide sufficient
stimulation for orgasm.
For many women intercourse just doesn't
do it; the equivalent for men would be to
stroke his thigh and ask "Did you come?"
Your job is to find out what feels good for
you. Lonnie Barbach's, For Each Other, is a
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great resource. Once you know what turns
you on, you can share this information with
your partner. He's not going to know what to
do unless you tell him.
Q: Can you be tested for HIV (the
virus causing AIDS) on this campus? If
not, where do you go? Male, Junior
A: No, HIV antibody testing is not avail-
able on this campus. However, anonymous
testing (no name is linked with your test;
you are simply given a number) is available
on the Bangor Campus. The STD Clinic is
located at 103 Texas Avenue. You can usu-
ally be seen within a week.
Once you meet with a counselor and
have your blood drawn, you will need to
make another appointment for your results.
It takes about five business days to receive
your results. Before you make an appoint-
ment, ask yourself why you are getting test-
ed. Also, ask yourself what will you do if the
results come back positive? These issues
will be explored with you when you meet
with a counselor. Best wishes.
Q: Is there such a thing as a 6-spot in
females? My girlfriend says no, but I
think there is. If so, where is this mysteri-
ous place of pleasure located? Male, First-
Year.
A: The Grafenberg spot is located in the
front wall of the vagina, just under the blad-
By Dr. Sandra L Caron
der, an inch or two into the vaginal canal and
about halfway between the pubic bone and
front of the cervix (are you still with me?).
A woman may find the Grafenberg area
or spot by inserting her finger into the vagina
and pressing toward the pubic bone. When
the area is stimulated with the finger, it may
be easier to detect the G spot. Tiny and soft
before stimulation, the spot swells and be-
comes more defined when stimulated. A
woman's first reaction to stimulation is a
strong urge to urinate. This initial reaction is
quickly replaced by a strong and distinctly
sexual pleasure. Associated with stimulation
of the G spot is female ejaculation of a fluid
from her urethra during orgasm.
There are many unanswered questions
about the G spot, including: Why are some
women able to find their G spot and others
are not? What is the connection between the
G spot and ejaculation? Where is the ejacu-
late stored before it is released? How com-
mon is the experience among women? Esti-
mates are that 10 percent of women have
experienced ejaculation. What is the nature
of the fluid? It does not appear to be urine.
Dr. Sandra L Caron is Assistant Profes-
sor of Family Relations in the School of
Human Development; she teaches CHF 351:
Human Sexuality. Questions for Dr. Caron
should be sent directly to the Maine Cam-
pus, Lard Hall.
olp TO tip*
House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
r1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for
$4.99
Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 50C per order
—U.
2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for
$8.99
Eat in or Take out
Delivery 504 per order
Call the shots
Take the heat
Be responsible
Revel in authority
The Maine Campus is now accepting
applications for the position of editor for the
fall '92 semester. Requirements are:
At least one semester newswriting (at the Campus)
At least a 2.5 GPA
At least wait until March 30 to pick up an application
at The Maine Campus
4aft.
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• State Government
Budget deal
may fall apart
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - An expected
House debate over how to bridge a budget
gap of nearly $150 million failed to materi-
alize Tuesday, but amendments sprouted up
by the score and threatened to undo a com-
promise negotiated by the Appropriations
Committee.
House Speaker John L. Martin finally
ordered a halt to any further amendments, in
an attempt to manage the length of debate
with only three scheduled days left in the
year's session.
"We are now up to 60 amendments" t he
Eagle Lake Democrat told legislators, citing
the strain on the staff members struggling to
draft and print all the amendments in time
for a debate that was shoved back until
Wednesday. "There should be something in
there for everyone."
It remained unclear Tuesday night wheth-
er there was strong support for the proposal,
although sporadic huddles among key law-
makers and Gov. John R. Mc Keman contin-
ued behind closed doors throughout the day.
"There's something in the making," prom-
ised Roger M. Pouliot, a Lewiston Democrat
who serves on the Appropriations Commit-
tee, although he declined to be specific.
• Women's History Fortnight
Author looks women's struggles in Maine
By Elizabeth Satterfield
Staff Writer
Freedom to take a new approach to an
old subject and develop a new perspective is
a valuable right, according to author and
historian Judith Goldstein.
"We underestimate the power and value
of free inquiry," she said.
Goldstein's presentation, "Beyond the
Book: Reflections on Women in Bangor,
Mt. Desert Island and Calais," Monday night
was part of the continuing celebration of
Women's History Fortnight. Goldstein's first
public appearance to speak about her new
book, "Crossing Lines," centered around
three women mentioned in the book.
"Crossing Lines" explores the intergra-
tion of Russian Jewish immigrants into three
Maine communities; Bangor, Mt. Desert
Island and Calais, from the 1880s to the
1960s and how their history was propelled
by the interaction and discrimination in a
society composed mostly of upper-class
Protestants.
Goldstein said she appreciated the invi-
tation to speak as part of the Women's
History celebration because it forced her to
look back into her research and focus on
some of the contributions of women.
"My response to feminism has been
muted, tempered and untutored," she said.
Goldstein said she had written the book
without intending to focus either conceptu
Can you do
any better?!
If you think you can design a better ad than the one's you
see in this paper, bring this coupon in for a free application
for employment as a Maine Campus ad production artist.
Lemsommoilmommonsimmmumnimmimuoimmmmid
No Ozone?
If you're in the market lor one seriously dark
tan, but feel uncomfortable baring your skin
to the sun. get into the Hut!
The Hair Hut has two tanning beds and
one tanning capsti',
achieve the
color you want
without even
stepping outside.
Sign up now and save big with
our March 'n April Specials
Thinking about your 1992 Spring
Hairdo? Remember. UMatne students aiwuys leceive a 1096 discount
on all hair services.
The liair eflut
47 Atiin 'Ro44. A4ilfor2+ 627-6723
March 'n April
Tanning Specials
5 sessions 
 $15's
10 SESSi011S S271
15 sessions $33"
20 sessions 
 $40'
Maine campus illustration/Amy Stacey
ally or thematically on women. She said she
was from the school of thought that tradi-
tionally looked only at men's contributions
to society.
Three women were discussed. Mary
Snow, an educator who was the first female
superintendent of schools in the Bangor dis-
Crossing Lines
explores the
intergration of
Russian Jewish
immigrants into three
Maine communities.
trict from 1890 to 1900. Snow impacted
education through her emphasis on connect-
ing social and business organizations to in-
vest in local education, founding teacher train-
ing schools and improving teacher's pay.
Amy Montigue, first wife of Gilbert
Montigue of Seal Harbor, was membership
advisor in the exclusive Harbor Club. Club
members were renewed each season. Mrs.
Montigue greatly contributed to the exclu-
sion of Jews and the divorced, thus affecting
the social circles of the resort families. She
was proof of the prejudice in the area, ac-
cording to Goldstein.
A Russian woman, Sarah Unobskey, sent
her husband to America to escape fighting in
the Russo-Japanese War. She later joined
him and opened a dry goods store in Eastport.
In 1911,   they moved to Calais and opened a
large clothing store. Unobskey was an entre-
preneur who domineered over her family,
business and store, Goldstein said.
Goldstein also outlined three extraordi-
nary accomplishments by Russian Jewish
immigrant women. The first was making
husbands work instead of having wives sup-
port them while the men furthered their
education. New emphasis was put on the
work ethic.
The second was the change in the out-
look on family and sexual relations. Gold-
stein said the pregnancy rate went from five
to 20 per woman down to two to three per
woman in one generation. Goldstein said
such a swift change in use and knowledge of
birth control was amazing, compared to the
century it took for Europeans and Ameri-
cans to make the change.
The third change was that women were
allowed to become educated.
Goldstein ended her lecture by quoting
Mary Jenny Howes, founder of Heterodoxy,
a group for women. "We intend simply to be
ourselves, not just our little female selves,
but our whole human selves."
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sale is on again!
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• General Student Senate
Dana explains Substance Abuse policy to Senate
Senate also turns down proposed change to spring break schedule
By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
Last night, the General Student Senate
informally voted not to change the spring
break schedule for spring 1995.
The vote was intended to determine if a
new break schedule was possible. After brief
discussion, it was determined any radical
change would cause more problems than it
solved. The unofficial vote left the schedule
unchanged.
The GSS also elected the new members
of the Executive Budgetary Committee;
Robert L'Heureux, Bill Reed and Michael
Chelidona. The committee plans and orga-
nizes the GSS budget for each year.
Dr. Robert Dana, director of Substance
Abuse Services, addressed the GSS in an
effort to explain SAS policy, which has been
questioned in recent GSS resolutions.
GSS had been concerned about possible
censorship on the part of SAS when it re-
moved beer advertisements from the Bear's
Den and Alfond Arena. It charged SAS to Thursday nights. The Late Night Local pro-
uphold its own bylaws and review all ads vides free transportation for people who maypassed to students through the new cable be too intoxicated to drive or who may not
system and magazines in the library. Dr. wish to walk alone, and is seen as crime andDana said this was not SAS's responsibility. accident preventive. Dana pointed out over
"SAS is not responsible for the ad space 8,000 people rode the shuttlebus last year.
sold by other institutions," Dana said. "We A new resolution was also introduced
are only interested in ad space sold by the and sent into committee. If passed, it would
university. This includes signs in the Bear's require student organizations receiving GSSDen. The Alcoholic Beverage Marketing funds to accept all students who have paid
Policy says that advertisers of alcohol must the comprehensive fee, eliminating exclu-
now promote anti-abuse messages." sivity of some groups.
The distributors who had provided the The Off Campus Board announced Bum-
ads had also agreed to the policy, so SAS stock would be held April 24 and 25, and
was required to remove the ads until they "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" would be
were in compliance. shown April 26, location to be announced.
Dr. Dana went on to say the Late Night OCB is also now responsible for running
Local, the student- run shuttle bus service on the Ram's Horn, which is now open Mon-
and off campus, may now be expanded to nin day through Friday. 7 am. to 5 p.m.
Put a little spice in your life.
It makes everything taste better.
15 units available for next September
Merits :::::bbeeddrroo:ms. $500/month$350/month
Includes- Heat, Hot Water, Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal, Stickered Parking, Some Pets Allowed
15 minute walk to campus
Now Accepting Deposits- Stillwater Village- 866-2658
Ring Sale
Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special event.Check out our awesome collection of styles. AnCarved will customize a college ring just forYOU with thousands of special options. Don't delay—see your AnCarved
representative before this promotion ends.
A RT(ARVED
Speasal Nysteei krealthint115111Z11111
March 25th - 27th, Wed. - Fri. 10 am - 3 pm
At the Bookstore
Deposit only $20—Payment plans available
Siladium Rings only $129
Last Chance for Graduation Delivery
• State Government
Workers' comp
group wants change
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - A group of
business and labor leaders Tuesday called
for an overhaul of the workers' compensa-
tion system in Maine, asserting that a Mich-
igan-style system would reduce business
costs while promoting workplace safety.
The self-styled Workers' Compensation
Group said many details remained to be
worked out, but that the proposed system
would deregulate rates while setting up a
competitive state fund to bid for business.
The proposed system would also scale back
maximum weekly benefits from $518 to $441,
while speeding the return to work for many
injured employees, according to the advocates.
The new system could succeed if Maine
employers and representatives of organized
labor were able to replicate the collaborative
relationship developed in the heavily indus-
trialized Midwest state proposed as a model,
the advocates said.
One panelist, Bob Hodges of Nichols Port-
land, said the overhaul could accompany a
change in attitude whereby workers compensa-
tion is "no longer going to be the whipping boy."
Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bid. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781
Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446
ELECTROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women.
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE
Free Consultations
(*We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is extending an
invitation to one motivated, management-oriented individual to
fill the position of assistant business manager for the '92-'93
school year. This position has fast-track written all over it: after
you complete your year as assistant business manager, you will
be asked take over the business manager's position, making you
(alongside the editor-in-chief) the head cheese at The Campus.
Of course, this job will be a trump card on your resume.
'Applicant must:
-have two years
remaining at the
University of Maine
-have had two
semesters of
accounting
-be a business major
-be willing to commit
15-20 hours per week
'Work-study accepted but
not required.
'You'll be held
accountable for:
-billing customers
-subscriptions
management
-accounts receivable
'Call Kelly at 581-1272,
Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays between 8
and 11 am for additional
info.
The Maine Campus
Business Department
"Real people handling real money."
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NationaIN • Brown pulls off surprise win in Connecticut• Space shuttle Atlantis to study the environment
• Alzheimers patient abandoned at track
• Presidential race
Brown gets surprise win over Clinton in ConnecticutHARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - Challenger
Jerry Brown scored a startling upset over Bill
Clinton in the Connecticut presidential prima-
ry Tuesday night to slow the front-runner's
march toward the Democratic nomination.
President Bush swept easily, as expected,
to Republican victory with two-thirds of the
vote over dormant rival Patrick Buchanan and
the nagging protest vote.
The Democratic verdict, 38 percent and a
3-point victory for Brown, was a surprise stall
in the Clinton campaign despite the Arkansas
governor's claim that he'd expected it to be a
tight contest.
The Connecticut upset instantly raised the
stakes in the New York primary, the next
major contest, two weeks away. Clinton can't
afford more trouble there.
Brown said he'd won Connecticut be-
cause "people want change, I'm a vehicle for
that . ."
"This thing is now coming to New York
and this will be the battle of where the party's
going," Brown said in Brooklyn, N.Y. He
said he'd been doubted, ignored and ridiculed
for his anti-establishment campaign.
Brown said he would "keep this campaign
moving all the way back to the convention."
But Clinton still holds a commanding
delegate lead of more than 7 to 1 over Brown.
And he and Brown were each winning 21
delegates in Connecticut, under an apportion-
ment system based on congressional district
vote shares.
Democratic National Chairman Ronald
Brown said Clinton is still on track toward the
nomination. "It's not over till it's over, but I
don't see anything in the results today that
dislodges Bill Clinton from what appears to be
a patch toward the nomination," Brown said.
Clinton, in West Orange, N.J., said before
the polls closed that "people don't want this
process to be over."
"They sure don't want it to be taken away
from them and I don't either," he said. "I've
always expected it to go through to New
Jersey and California" on June 2.
Clinton's remarks put the best face on the
unexpected outcome, but the mission of any
presidential campaign is to foreclose the pro-
cess by winning it as swiftly as possible.
Brown, asked whether he had slowed
Clinton's momentum, said "The people have
slowed it down."
•Wed., March 25th at the Union, 9-5
•Sat., Sun., March 28th & 29th at
the UMaine Indoor Soccer
Tournament in the
Fieldhouse from 9-5
Great deals on shorts,
1 indoor shoes, t-shirts, balls,
and much more!
Visit us at our shop...
Absolute Soccer
22 N. Main St.
01 Town ME • 82 - ' 01
Registration is just
around the
corner.
Students in the School of Human
Development: (CDFR, HFL, HNF, MCR),
registration materials for Fall 1992 are now
available in the Main Office 29 Merrill Hall.
Please pick up your forms and make an
appointment with your advisor now!
Den -1 tic pollster Geoff Garin said that
while Clinton could afford the weak showing in
Connecticut, a series of setbacks would be more
damaging. —This raises the stakes an awful lot
for Bill Clinton in terms of the New York and
Wisconsin primaries two weeks from now."
"Voters still have questions about him and
he needs to deal with those questions," said
Garin. "And having Brown constantly after
him won't make that easy."
Victory seemed almost certain for CI inton,
when Paul Tsongas, his closest rival, quit the
race last Thursday, saying he couldn't afford
to continue.
Tsongas' departure transformed the Con-
necticut primary. Suddenly Brown, the third-
rung candidate, was the sole alternative to
Clinton, although Tsongas' supporters did
not drop their effort to round up votes for the
former Massachusetts senator.
With 94 percent of the precincts counted
in the Democratic primary, it was:
Brown 60,445 or 38 percent.
Clinton, 56,473 or 35 percent.
Tsongas 31,870 or 20 percent.
At home in Lowell, Mass., Tsongas said
his share of the vote was a product of momen-
turn and a validation of his message of eco-
nomic realism. "It shows you what happens
when I don't campaign," he joked. "I think
next time I won't run."
Tsongas captured II delegates.
In the Republican primary, the outcome was:
Bush 63,105 or 67 percent.
Buchanan 20,983 or 22 percent.
Bush said his "impressive victory" came
from voters who understood that a president
has to make difficult decisions, even when
they hurt. "Cutting spending is a tough call,
especially in a state where the economy is
hurting," Bush said. One of his cuts was a
submarine contract that accounts for thou-
sands of jobs in Connecticut.
Network surveys of voters leaving the
polls showed more than half of the Democrats
were dissatisfied with the two surviving can-
didates. About 55 percent of Connecticut
voters said they would like to see someone
else enter the race.
Roughly half the Democratic voters in the
state did not believe Clinton "had the honesty
and integrity" to be president, and 71 percent
of the Democrats said they agree with Brown's
anti-politics message.
Conjunction
Junction
(what's your function..)
Not yet, but soon...
At the Damn Yankee-9pm to midnight
No Cover/Admission Charge
• Sponsored by the Union Board •
A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political & Social Issues
Thursday, 12:20-1:30 PM
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
University of Maine
March 26th
HEALTH CARE: CRISIS AND REFORM
Cliff Rosen, M.D.; Mark Jackson, M.D., Cutler HealthCenter; Joe Ditre, Maine People's Alliance
74.
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• NASA
Space shuttle Atlantis takes off to study the environment
CAPE CANAVERAL Ha. (AP)- Atlan-
tis roared into orbit with seven astronauts
Tuesday on the first shuttle mission devoted to
the environment. The expedition should pro-
vide the most thorough look at Earth's atmo-
sphere, including the fragile ozone layer.
The crew quickly turned on the scientific
equipment in the cargo bay and launched
into more than a week's worth of research.
One by one, the instruments clicked on and
began sending back data.
Scientists on the ground were "quite
happy, eager and ready to go to work," said
Harry Craft, manager of NASA's payload
project office.
Atlantis rose from its seaside at 8:14
a.m., a little late because of low clouds over
the emergency landing site at Kennedy Space
Center. The twin solid rocket boosters re-
sembled a falling star as they peeled away
and dropped into the Atlantic.
"It doesn't look much better than it did to
me this morning," said NASA Administra-
tor Richard Truly, who has resigned under
White House pressure. "It was a beautiful
launch, and I was delighted to be down here
for it."
Dozens of Belgians gathered to see At-
lantis off with the first Belgian to fly in
space, Dick Frimout. The spectators includ-
ed Princes Phillipe and Laurent, nephews of
Belgium's King Baudouin.
The countdown-the second in two days-
went exceedingly well.
"It really had no training value because
there were no problems to work," said launch
director Bob Sieck.
NASA's attempt to launch Atlantis on
Monday was halted because of hydrogen
and oxygen leaks that appeared in the engine
compartment during fueling. Officials de-
termined the leaks posed no threat.
Astronaut David Leestma reported the
external fuel tank was venting as it fell
toward Earth. Mission operations director
Lee Briscoe said that while unusual, it caused
no major concerns.
The eight-day flight, commanded by
Charles Bolden Jr., is the first of 46 shuttle
missions to be dedicated to atmospheric
research. All but one of the 13 scientific
instruments in the cargo bay-an ultraviolet
telescope to probe galaxies-are studying
Earth.
Frimout and three other scientists aboard
Atlantis will take turns operating two of the
instruments, an electron beam gun for gen-
erating artificial aurorae and a camera to
record the atmosphere's colorful response
to the beams.
Ground controllers are managing the oth-
er instruments, most of which have flown in
space before.
Atlantis is being turned frequently in
orbit-about 180 maneuvers are planed- to
aim the instruments. About 200 atmospher-
ic research stations will make simultaneous
observations.
Scientists are especially interested in the
ozone layer, which is being eaten by man-
made pollutants. The stratospheric layer pro-
tects Earth from dangerous ultraviolet rays.
"It's surely on time that we do it now,"
Frimout said in a preflight interview.
Atlantis' voyage 184 miles above Earth
is part of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth to
study the environment from space. Research-
ers from seven countries are participating.
NASA plans up to 10 more atmospheric
laboratory, or Atlas, missions during the
next decade. Physicists want to analyze ev-
ery aspect of the atmosphere during an en-
tire 11-year solar cycle, the period from one
peak solar activity to the next.
Not all the astronauts' time in orbit is
devoted to atmospheric matters. They plan to
spend their few spare moments talking via
ham radio to school children around the world.
• Abandonment
Alzheimers patient let off at dog track with diapers, note
By John K. Wiley
Associated Press Writer
POST FALLS, Idaho (AP) — An Alzhe-
imer's patient abandoned at a dog-racing
track has been identified as a retired auto
company worker whose daughter checked
him out of an Oregon nursing home last
weekend, police said Tuesday.
John Kingery, 84, was left behind at the
ri
Coeur d'Alene Greyhound Park on Saturday
night with a bag of diapers and a note identifying
him as an Alzheimer's patient His plight elic-
ited hundreds of calls from people as far away
as Europe offering care, advice and clothing.
"There's not many families that haven't
been touched by Alzheimer's," said Mike
Regan, spokesman at the hospital where Kin-
gery is being looked after. "People under-
stand. They're coming out of the woodwork.'
There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.
i-4Kaplan makes test prep convenient.With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, th(odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where youneed us to be there.
Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your performance.
VOurpincaiourosesffearesLt-ohmepethtisttivhvelyucericed and offerd 
students
getthe
.omp ete preparation at as ped more 
 
 into the school of their choice than anyone else.
I/ Kaplan is the industry leader.53 years of experience and 2 million graduates provewe've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.
1-800-KAP-TEST
Kaplan Test Prep
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Police Chief Cliff Hayes said officials of
two Portland, Ore., nursing homes where
the man had stayed in recent weeks called to
identify him after seeing his picture on a
television news program Monday.
Detectives contacted the man' daughter,
Sue Gifford of Portland, 'but she's not telling
us a lot," Hayes said. Ms. Gifford checked her
father out of a nursing home 365 miles away
from Post Falls on Saturday morning, he said.
The Kootenai County prosecutor is re-
viewing the case, but there is apparently no
Idaho law covering abandonment of an adult,
Hayes said.
Kingery is staying at the Kootenai Med-
ical Canter in Coeur d'Alene, 10 miles east
of Post Falls in Idaho's panhandle. Among
the calls to the hospital was one from an
Illinois Sunday school teacher whose class
planned to send cards, Regan said.
GIVE LIFE
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April 7th
Memorial Gym, the "Pit"
1 lam - 7pm
Come support the Greeks.
Give blood today.
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• Nuclear leak
Russian reactor leaks radioactive gas
MOSCOW (AP)- A Chernobyl-style
nuclear power reactor near St. Petersburg
leaked radioactive gas Tuesday, but Russian
atomic energy officials said the small amount
that escaped into the atmosphere posed no
threat to the public.
Despite the official assurances, some St.
Petersburg residents took precautions, in-
cluding keeping children indoors.
Swedish experts who visited the Lenin-
gradskaya plant last year had urged it be
closed immediately because of safety con-
cerns. U.S. officials said Tuesday they re-
mained worried about the safety of all Sovi-
et-built nuclear plants.
Since the Chernobyl disaster spewed ra-
dioactivity across Europe in 1986, serious
questions have been raised about aging and
poorly designed reactors, poor maintenance
and operator errors at nuclear plants in the
former Soviet Union.
Despite those concerns. Russia must rely
heavily on its nine nuclear power plants
because of persistent energy shortages.
Three of the plants-with 11 reactors-
share the same design as the Chernobyl
station.
Russian officials said filters rendered the
radioactive gases and iodine harmless Tues-
day as they escaped from the reactor build-
ing. Soviet nuclear plants do not have sealed
structures designed to contain leaks from
reactors, which are mandatory in the United
States and other nations.
Yelena Miryiushenko of the Russian
Ministry of Atomic Energy called the
leak a "third-class incident" on the sev-
en-point International Atomic Energy
Agency scale. The explosion and fire at
Chernobyl in Ukraine rated seven, she
said.
The Vienna-based IAEA said later in a
statement that Russian authorities rated the
incident "at level two" on the agency's scale:
'This would indicate that no significant
levels of radiation exposure or contamina-
tion have occurred."
Yuri Rogozhin of the State Atomic Se-
curity Commission said two fourth-class
leaks occurred last year.
Neighboring Finland has appealed for
international action to improve the safety of
Russian nuclear plants. But the Finnish gov-
ernment said only one of its monitoring
stations detected a "minute" rise in radiation
at high altitudes Tuesday, while others reg-
istered no increases.
'There is no danger at all," said Larisa
Khudiokova, a mayoral spokeswoman in St.
Petersburg, a city of 4.5 million people 50
miles east of the plant in Sosnovy Bor.
Still, school officials ordered kindergar-
tens to keep children indoors on Wednesday
and advised parents to put iodine in their
children's milk. The thyroid glands of young
children are particularly vulnerable to ra-
dioactive iodine but can be made less sus-
ceptible with doses of normal potassium
iodine.
"Just to be on the safe side, I did not allow
the kids to be taken outside in the afternoon
and gave each half a pill of iodine," said Olga
Morozova, principal of Nursery School No.
2 in St. Petersburg.
The leak occurred at 2:37 a.m. in graphite
tubing in the building housing the plant's
No. 3 reactor, the ITAR-Tass news agency
reported.
The Interfax news agency said levels of
radioactive iodine inside the building were
10 times normal, but "the radiation level
around the station remained within allow-
able limits." There is considerable debate
among scientists over what constitutes a safe
radiation dose.
The former Soviet government said the
Chernobyl disaster killed 32 people, but some
scientists and politicians in Ukraine claim
the actual toll was at least 250 and could
eventually be as high as 10,000.
Hundreds of thousands of people had to
abandon contaminated areas in Ukraine and
Belarus.
Plant workers shut Leningradskaya's No.
3 reactor down to let it cool as a precaution.
Repairs to the graphite tubes will take about
four days, said Anatoly Kuznetsov, the plant
duty officer.
The plant, which began operating in 1979,
has four reactors. One was shut down earlier
this year for repairs and the other two are
operating normally, officials said.
INTERNATIO.NAL.
EXPERIENCL
Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Something
for You . . .
16
ANWAR %",S hase a proud tradition of peoplehelping people — a tradition you can share in theUnited States Peace Corps. lise and ssorkfor No sears in one of more than 70 countriesworld% ide. And, your Is ork ss ill pa) you hack.Consider these competitise benefits 
• $5.400 —in the hank—
 after training and sers ice• housing & lasing expenses
• student loan deferment, partial Perkins loancancellation, and academic credit programs
• transportation oserseas & hack. vacation &trasel. and medical care
University of Maine's Peace Corps Recruiter, Jim Ecklbult served as aVolunteer in Senegal. Find out how it changed his life!Stop by 106 Winslow Hall or call for an appointment.
UM Peace Corps Office: 581-3209
• Middle East
Refugees
causing crisis
AMMAN, Jordan (AP)—The flood of
Palestinians who fled Kuwait or were thrown
out because the PLO supported Saddam
Hussein in the gulf crisis are causing political
and economic shock waves in this country.
A year after the Gulf War 300,000 Pal-
estinians—about three-fourths of Kuwait's
pre-Gulf War Palestinian population— are
restraining the Hashemite kingdom's mea-
ger resources and tensions are rising.
The dramatic influx also has altered the
country's demographic makeup. Jordan
absorbed the bulk of Palestinians displaced
in the 1948 and 1967 Arab-Israeli wars, and
two thirds of its 3.5 million people are now
to Palestinian origin.
Jordan and the Palestine Liberation Or-
ganization supported Saddam, and suffered
the consequences—international isolation
and the loss of the vital financial aid from
Saudi Arabia and other nations.
Even before the gulf crisis began in
August 1990, when Iraq invaded Kuwait,
about 25 percent of Jordan's work force, or
170,000, were unemployed. Given this
situation, the Palestinian refugees have vir-
tually no prospect of finding jobs.
Young men and women pack employ-
ment offices looking for work that isn't
there. The Labor Ministry recently set up a
new employment office that has received
60,000 applications from Palestinian and
Jordanian returnees.
50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY
on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples
GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St. • Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat
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• SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• FLY INTO ONE CITY AND
OUT ANOTHER
• ISIC CARDS
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• LOW COST ONE WAYS
120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE
1.800.777.0112
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• Flower show
The Bangor Garden show: it's coming up roses
By Mike Wefts
Volunteer Writer
The second annual Bangor Garden Show is
coming to the Bangor Auditorium April 3-5.
Steve Kinney, media representative for
the show, said it is more than just a florist's
convention.
The show was attended by 11,000 people
last year, the largest "walk-in" trade show of it's
kind at the auditorium, according to Kinney. He
said 15,000 are expected to attend this year.
The show will feature 13 landscape exhib-
its. Kinney said the exhibits "take a piece of
the floor and create a garden which you can
walk through."
Dan Sprague, co-owner of Sprague's
Nursery and Garden Center, is one of this
year's participants.
"Our main objective is to get exposure for
what we do in our nursery," he said. Sprague's
will be one of 50 commercial vendors at the
show.
Kinney said this year will be the first to
include a competitive flower show. It will
feature five different classifications of plants,
according to Susan Xirinachs, director of the
Penobscot district of the Garden Club Feder-
ation of Maine.
She said the categories of plants air deter-
mined in part by the means used to grow the
plants, such as fresh, chemically treated or dried.
The show will also include hourly lectures
from gardening experts throughout the state,
according to Gwethalyn Phillips, co-ordina-
tor for the show. She said the lectures were
well attended last year, with 50 to 125 people
in attendance.
The show is sponsored by Bangor 2000, a
public/private partnership organization be-
IWHEION!
The Guest Lecture Series presents Big Bill,
the one-time Bruin, Blazer, Clipper (cough!)
and Celt, on April 2, 8pm at the Maine
Center for the Arts—admission is free.
William is as comfortable discussing politics
as he was at throwing the outlet pass, so
make a point to see the center at the Center!
YSARTS
Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine • 827-3459
A
CITGO
We have CITGO quality gas, so come in to our
new convenience store located at
17 Stillwater Ave., Orono
and let our fuel attendants cater to you!
Wide selection of freshly made sandwiches on our
famous homemade bread.
Daily Specials • Hot Dishes
r$2.00
d2.00
CLIP AND SAVE
$2.00 off
All Deli Items
including Hot Food.
Limit one per customer per visit.
Offer expires March 31, 1992. $2 00
CLIP AND SAVE —
$2.00
Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 6a.m. to 10p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 6a.m. to 12 midnight
tween the city of Bangor and local "hospital-
ity" groups which serves to bring conventions
and visitors to Bangor.
It is also sponsored by Bangor Beautiful,
a division of Bangor 2000 and part of Keep
America Beautiful, a national affiliation of
over 400 cities, said Les Stevens, Director of
Bangor 2000. Stevens said the distribution of
profits between the two is "yet to be deter-
mined," but in the past has been approximate-
ly even.
Last year the show made a profit of
$25,600. The money was shared with the
Junior League of Bangor, according to Stevens.
Gwethalyn Philli ps, co-ordi nator for the show,
said between $25,000 and $30,000 in profits
are expected this year.
The show will run from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
Friday. April 3 and Saturday April 4, and 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday April 5.
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• Knox burglary
Dang turns
himself in
The 20 year-old University of Maine stu-
dent charged with burglarizing Knox Hall
turned himself in at the UMaine Department
of Public Safety Monday.
Tan Dang, 20, of Orono, appeared at the
Department at 2:30 p.m. and was arrested and
charged with burglary, a class B crime. Bail
was set at $2000 personal recognizance.
He was released after posting bail.
A warrant was issued on Friday for Dang' s
arrest in connection with the burglary a num-
ber of rooms in Knox Hall over spring break.
Arraignment has been set for April 17, at
9:30 p.m. in the Third District Court, Bangor.
Investigator William Laughlin of the De-
partment of Public Safety said its investiga-
tion of the case is continuing.
The Cutler Health Center
walk-in service
will not be available today.
Emergencies and appointments
will still be seen.
We apologize for any inconvenience.
'LEARN TODAY,
N4LEAD TOMORROW'
Four hands-on Leadership
Workshops all about WINNING:
• Win as a student leader
• Win on your resume
• Win with your letters of
recommendation
• Win in the job market
• Win in your future role as a leader
• Win as an emerging professional
• Win with confidence and
self-understanding
March 25: Goal Setting: Dream the Impossible Dream
April 1: Leadership: Today's Leader is Tomorrow's Future
April 8: Team Building: We're All in it Together
April 15: Motivation and Recognition: "Challenge
and Reward - Keys to Success"
All programs are to be held in the Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union from 3:15pm to 4:45pm
Sponsored by the Center for Student Services, UM Cooperative
Extension Service and the Student Leadership Committee. Members:
Beth EmerineCrane, Julie Lavopa, Jim Moorhead and Bill Reed.
I!
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• State budget
UMaine out of luck?
Because of the state's budget crisis, the 1991 state Legisla-ture was unable to make its twelfth payment to the UMaine
system a payment totaling $11.6 million.
Earlier this year, UMaine administrators worried that thispayment, in not being made to them, would be recorded as adeficit, and later would be added to the already present 5.5percent budget cut to be taken next year.
Then Governor McKeman and the Appropriations Com-
mittee made the decision to defer this payment a year.
The problem: The governor made this decision fullyknowing that the state constitution does not bind next year'slegislature to pay this amount to the UMaine system.
So what if the Maine legislature can't or won't pay thisdeficit? State Representative John O'Dea said UMaine may be
"out of luck" in receiving this $11.6 million payment.
If next year's state's budget shortfall is anything like thisyear's, O'Dea may be right.
The governor's decision to defer this payment to theUMaine system really does not solve anything.
At best, it is a sneaky, short-sighted way to delay paying thisimpending deficit, and has created a budgetary cloud hanging
over the head of the system.
During the past two years, the Orono campus alone hastaken five budget cuts, totaling $10.5 million. The system has
suffered twice that.
Next year, Orono campus is looking at a 5.5 percent budget
cut. If next year's legislature can't pay this current 11.6 million,
our seventh cut in 1933-1994 could be double that amount.(MA H)
• Noise ordinance
Can't touch this
The Keith Anderson Community Center saw yet anotherfarcical meeting being held Monday night.
The Orono town council heard arguments for and againstthe proposed noise ordinance.
Some residents contend this ordinance is necessary tocontrol the noise levels in town. More residents complain theordinance is prejudicial and aimed solely at the student residents
of Orono.
The University of Maine is to be congratulated on a strongshowing at the meeting to voice their opposition. Both studentgovernment representatives and Off-Campus Board presidentChris Smeriglio represented the off-campus student body.
Students also had support among some residents of Orono,
who say the ordinance discriminates against landlords as well
as students.
The fact that one resident suggested Orono should just
enforce the laws it already has on the books instead of pushingfor new legislation illustrates the mixed response among year-
round residents.
Admittedly, parties do occasionally get out of hand, how-
ever if there were more activities available for student entertain-
ment, the number of parties would dramatically decrease.
By showing strong opposition, the students of UMaine
have at least stalled these measures. Now we need to depend
on our student leaders to keep abreast of developmentsduring the summer so we don't return to find this ordinance
in effect in the fall.
The solution for controlling parties doesn't lie in discrimi-
natory legislation, but rather with cooperation between student
and town leaders. Anything short of this will only anger students
as well. as residents and turn this into a battle zone. (CJC)
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Know what I like?
A long-standing argument of
people who have had "problems"
with my writing is that I'm too
negative. All I do is bitch, moan,
and whine about how horrible ev-
erything is, blah, blah, blah.
Well.. .you caught me. If you
ever come down to "Suite" 7A
Lord Hall, you'll find me sitting on
our foam—spitting $3 dollar couch,
eating rejected food and waiting to
pick on my next victim,
uh ...source.
Well.. you're all wrong. There
are a lot of things I love about the
University of Maine. And here they
I love to watch people get caught
trying to steal books from the li-
brary, hearing the alarm sound and
watching the "Oh, jeez I forgot to
check this book out" look on their
face.
I love it when I get warning
letters from the Business Office
warning me to pay my bill or I'll be
assessed a $25 late fee. Like an
extra $25 means anything when
you're already in the hole for beau-
coup bucks.
I love the Dining Services rule
where you can only take one piece
of fruit or one dessert item out of
the caf. Yeah, if I pay $7.25 for
dinner at the caf you're lucky I'm
not taking a side of beef.
I love it when spring comes to
Maine and the whole campus
smells like excrement.
I love it when people get drunk
and make fools out of themselves
and I'm sober.
I love it when professors try to
make students (who, by the way,
are legally considered adults) at-
tend class and they don't anyway.
I love it when people still call us
The Daily Maine Campus.
Melissa
Adams
I love it when pillars of style
and coolness slip and fall on the
ice.
I love member service repre-
sentatives. I really do.
I love it when people sing out
loud and don't know the words.
I love it when incredibly intelli-
gent people feel the need to com-
ment on the validity of homosexu-
ality on bathroom walls.
I love it when we get letters to
the editor that are devoid of verbs
and punctuation.
I love it when The Bangor Dai-
ly News is wrong.
I love Tom Hanrahan even
though no one else does. It's OK
Tom, no one likes me either. I'm
not kidding, I think he's great.
I love the fact that all college
newspapers are housed in base-
ments.
I love Student Government.
I love it when UMaine cops pull
students over for no reason.
I love it when people set off thedorm fire alarms by making pop-
corn and yet a fire burned for a halfhour in Knox Hall and nothinghappened.
I love it when people puke inthe dorm showers.
I love it when the dorm toiletpaper supply always mysteriously
runs out at 8 a.m. Sunday.
I love it when people send mehate mail, don't have the guts to
sign their real nimes and it turnsout I know them.
I love it when they call dorms
"residence halls."
I love how it's taking two years
to get the new Business building
built and it only took eight months
to get Alfond operational.
I love the fact that we now have
two Corbett Halls. Like one wasn't
enough.
I love it when people use non-
sexist language and sound like id-
iots: "How is heishe doing in his/
her new job?"
I love the fact that Brent Little-
field and Julio DeSanctis are broth-
ers in the same fraternity.
I love it when the Concert Com-
mittee spends huge amounts of
money to get groups like The Fixx
to come to campus.
I love the fact that the Union is
begging for more space and use-
less places like the Ford Room
exist.
I love professors who hold class
on Maine Day.
I love how the university keeps
"improving" the Den and it still
has the ambiance of a 7-I I.
I love it when professors that do
the most and care the most about
students are the first to be laid off.
I love Alumni Hall because it
houses everything I hold dear about
UMaine; administration and the
Business Office.
I love it when the library gurus
won't let you use the stapler, tape
or hole punch for fear you —the evil
college student — will abscond with
it. There's school spirit.
So when it comes right down to
it, you'll see I'm not that negative
after all.
Melissa Adams is a senior jour-
nalism major who is just so damn
happy. And then some.
•The
AMPUS
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WEEKENDER
_Friday 
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Failsafe. Nutter Loungc, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. George Carlin, Comedian.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
9:00 p.m. Live Band. Conjunction
Junction. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union.
9:30 p.m. George Carlin, Comedian.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
Saturday
9:00 a.m. Benefit Basketball
Tourney. Sponsored by Delta Tau
Delta. Lengycl Gym.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Marathon Man. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Performance. Elizabeth
MacDonald, Bassoon. 120 Lord Hall.
9:00 p.m. Live Band. Featuring Fly
Spinach FO. Sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega and Delta Tau Delta. Lengyel
Gym. Admission.
Sunday
7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film
Series Orpheus. Movie preceeded by
dinner at 4:30. Ram's Horn.
Admission.
6:00 p.m. Beans Not Bullets. Benefit
Bean, Rice, and Salsa dinner to raise
money to help rebuild a town in El
Salvador. Sponsored by the Central
America Subcommittee of the Maine
Peace Action Committee. $3 for
students, $5 for community. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
4.
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Wednesday, Mar.25 to Wednesday Apr. 1
MOVIES
Wednegby 25
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Marathon Man. Memorial Room,
Memorial Union.
Thursday 26
7:00 p.rn. No Popcorn Gnana. French
Connection. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival.
Rosa Luxemburg. Discussion following
each film. Cider and doughnuts served.
101 Neville Hall.
Friday 27
700 p.m. No Popcorn Gnarl& Failsafi.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
Saturday 28
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Marathon Man. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Sunday 29
-:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Orpheus. Sponsored by O.C.B. and the
Comprehensive Fee. Movie precceded
by dinner at 4:30. Ram's Horn.
Admission.
The Campus Crier
Monday 30
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Suddenly Last Summer. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Tuesday 31
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. International Film Series.
Yaaba, Burkina-Faso. 100 Neville Hall.
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday 26
7:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Coffee House.
Movie: Light Years, mind bending Sci-fi
by Isaac Asimov. Followed by a band
Adrenaline Mother at 9:00. Beer, coffee,
and'snacks served. The Ram's Horn, 581-
4556. Free.
8:30 p.m. Thursday Night at the Bear's
Den. Featuring, The Maple Brothers. Bear's
Den, Memorial Union.
Friday 27
7:00 p.m. George Carlin, Comedian.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
9:00 p.m. Live Band. Conjunction
Junction. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union.
9:30 p.m. George Carlin, Comedian.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
kW* 28
9:00 a.m. Benefit Basketball Tourney.
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta. Lengyel
Gym.
8:00 p.m. Performance. Elizabeth
MacDonald, Bassoon. 120 Lord Hall.
COMPUTER WORKSHOPS
PC Workshops
Wednesday 25
9:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
10:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
11:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
Thursday 26
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m
Wednesday 1
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m
WI' 5.1 Intermed./Advanced.
Lotus Macros.
. Lotus Macros.
Lotus Macros.
. WP 5.1 Intermed./Advanced.
. WP 5.1 Intermed./Advanced.
Macintosh Workshops
Monday 30
9:00 a
10:00
11:00
Tuesday 31
9:30 a
11:00
12:30
.m. Excel Graphing.
a.m. Word Styles.
a.m. Word Styles.
.m. Excel Graphing.
a.m. Word Styles.
p.m. Word Styles.
9:00 p.m. Live Band. Featuring Fly
Spinach Fly. Sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega and Delta Tau Delta. Lengycl
Gym. Admission.
Monday 30
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Tuesday 31
8:00 p.m. Performance. Susan Heath,
Flute and Keith Crook, Guitar. 120 Lord
Hall.
'PC dasses are held in 255 Stevens
Hall.
•Macintosh classes are held at Stewart
Commons.
•Open to all interested!
•Call 581-2500 for registration or forfurther information.
Quote of the Week: Chief Lowe, during discussion of the Orono Noise Ordinance, when asked if he had the powerwith current law to stop loud parties responded, "In theory...". When asked if theory means law, Lowe replied, "NoComment!!"
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Wednesday, Mar. 25 to Wednesday, Apr. 1
MEETINGS
Wednesday 25
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Society of Women Engineers.
Agenda: Student
-Professionals meeting,
Senior Banquet planning, raffle ticket
distribution. Refreshments served. New
members and ideas welcome. FFA Room,
Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committer
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Film Club. 100
Neville Hall.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.
Thursday 26
5:00 p.m. Off Campus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.
Is Brent "Cuomo" Littlefield running for Maine
State Congress? Just ask him:
ell, I'd ro4ker '14
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ASAP Graphic Art
Contest!!
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Welcome.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. The Wildlife Society. T-Shirts
are in, many upcoming activities. 102
Nutting Hall.
6:30 p.m. UMaine Snowboard Club.
Anyone interested in the promotion of this
Est growing sport here at U/v1, please feel
free to attend. All levels of ability and
interest welcome. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.
Friday 27
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weekly meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.
12:00 p.m. FAR.O.G. Student
organization looking to offer support,
discussion, or experience of what it means
to be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.
4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
House. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
COUNSELING CENTER
SPRING SEMESTER
GROUPS
Wednesdays 
10:30-12:00 Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Discussion Group
3:00-4:30 Adult Children of Alcoholics.
Thursdays 
3:00-4:30 Thirsty Thursdays
3:30-5:00 The Dream Group
3:30-5:00 Women's Group
3:30-5:00 High Anxiety
Monday .30
6:30 p.m. Anthropology Club.
Everyone welcome. Discussions,
speakers, films, events. Bangor Room,
Memorial Onion.
Tuesday 31
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action •
Committee. Weekly meeting. Virtue
Room, The Maples.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Tri-Beta Meeting. A co-ed
biology club open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.
Wednesday 1
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.
Mondays 
2:30-4:00 General Therapy
3:45-5:00 Incest/Sexual Abuse
Survivors' Group
Tuesday
3:00-4:30 Men's Group
3:30-5:00 Food As Symbol
For More Information call 581-1392
ASAP is sponsoring a computer contest fir all
students inten•stedf The prize fir best entry
will be a MacPlus with a 20 MB hard
drive. The contest will be judged by the
student employees at ASAP No ASAP
employees will be allowed to enter the AMP
Graphic Art Contest.
Entry Requirements:
• All artwork submitted for the ASAP Computer
Contest must be original artwork created by the
entrant.
• All artwork submitted must be developed in
Canvas or SuperPaint.
• Artwork may be in black and white or color.
• Entries may not exceed 1 1 x17 page dimensions
• Entries may be submitted on disk or in hard
copy form.
• The following information must accompany
each submission:
Artist's Name
Artist's Address
Artist's Home Phone
Canvas or Superpaint Application
• Deadline for submissions: April 17, 1992.
Wednesday, Mar.25 to Wednesday Apr. 1 The Campus Crier
SPEAKERS
Wednesday 25
12:15 p.m. Sex Today Series. Talking
with Your Children About Sex. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Dealing with Emotions
Series. Facing Loneliness. FFA Room,
Memorial Union.
3:15 p.m. Learn Today, Lead
Tomorrow Series. Goal Setting: Dream
the Impossible Dream. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Pre-Law Society. Three
UMaine graduates now at UM Law
school will speak on What Law School is
Like. FFA Room, Memorial Union.
MIS C.
Wednesday 25
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series.
Maximizing your Memory. North
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
rThe
4:00 p.m. Alternative Spirituality
Circle. Meeting for future planning.
Open to all. Drummond Chapel.
Thursday 26
12:20 p.m. Socialist and Marxist Studies.
Health Care: Crisis and Reform. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Fred Bedcey. Come explore the
mountains from Alaska to Africa. A slide
show of a Mountaineer's life. 100 Nutting
Hall.
Saturday 28
9:00 a.m. Bring Democracy Home
1992 Tour. Fifth annual national
conference investigating crimes
committed by the F.B.I. 101 Neville
Hall. Donations accepted.
Thursday 26
12: I 5 p.m. Holy Day Celebration.
Sponsored by International Student
Programs and Center for Student
Services. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Friday 27
6:30 p.m. Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
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Monday
12:00 p.m. Wildlife Seminar Series.
Survival and vulnerability of pine
marten in Northern Maine: outlook for
the future.Tom Hodgeman. Dept. of
Wildlife, UMainc. 204 Nutting Hall.
Tuesday 31
12:15 p.m. Women intim Curriculum
Spring Lunch Series. Growing Up
Female Inside Nazi Gerrnany. Bangor
Lounges, Memorial Union.
Sunday 29
6:00 p.m. Beans Not Bullets. Benefit
Bean, Rice, and Salsa dinner to raise
money to help rebuild a town in El
Salvador. Sponsored by the Central
America Subcommittee of the Maine
Peace Action Committee. $3 for
students, $5 for community. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
Wednesday 1
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Writing
College Papers. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
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The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S_A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and student-
related activities. When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through 
 
campus mail to: The Campuslil
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or , 
call us at 581-4359. Deadline is A
Friday at 5:00 p.m. a week before 
 
P
the listing is to appear.
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• UMaine
Coverage not representativeTo the editor
Due to being an avid reader of
The Maine Campus paper, I had
become convinced that the on-cam-
pus population consisted of two rep-
resentative types of people, which
are gray haired administrative, pro-
fessorial types and cheery-checked
nineteen-year olds flush from pa-
rental grasp. Being drilled daily in
the art of logic and reason, I felt
obligated to test my hypothesis, that
only two kinds of people exist on
campus.
So, I decided to take a walk acmss
campus in order to observe the peo-
ple in the university. During my
walk I noticed a white structure
which looked different from the
usual buildings, as it appeared to
consist of several trailers shoved
together with a roof stuck on top.
Deciding to enter, I pressed onward,
walked up the wheel chair ramp to
the entry door and pulled it open.
My ears were met with a multitude
of voices engaging each other in
varied conversations.
The first person I found to speak
with was Waldo. He was a tall,
frumpy looking fellow with a large
nose and enormous green boots on
his feet. Waldo appeared at first
observation to be asleep while stand-
ing in front of the bulletin board.
However, the cold blast of oxy-
genated air that accompanied my
entry into the building revived him
as his eyelids fluttered wide open
and a gleam came into his eyes.
When I offered Waldo my hypoth-
esis, he responded with the opinion
that there are people of many differ-
ent ages on the campus, (imagine
my surprise), such as non-tradition-
al students, who are veterans, single
parents, and people with physical
• Student Senate
A change in attitude
To the editor:
I find it wonderful that Student
Body President Littlefield has re-
cently become concerned with the
administration's "selective en-
forcement" of its own policies. In
the Monday, March 23 issue of
The Maine Campus, the paper stat-
ed that President Littlefield said
that the university is guilty of not
executing its own laws regarding
the university's Alcohol Beverage
Marketing and Promotion policy.
The university is guilty, President
Littlefield said, because it is only
enforcing the above alcohol poli-
cy in places which it deems impor-
tant.
In the past, and I use the word
"past" joyfully, because this is
obviously a new era in our Presi-
dent's thinking, I have been dis-
mayed by President Littlefield's
insensitivity to other university
policies of selective enforcement.
President Littlefield has repeated-
ly stated that the university's hy-
pocrisy toward the Gay and Lesbi-
an community, allowing ROTC to
use university facilities while not
allowing gay and lesbian students
the full benefit of its programs, is
not a battle which Student Gov-
ernment should take on. He has
stated this even though he knows
the university and the General Stu-
dent Senate have policies disal-
lowing such discrimination.
Today, however, I am rejoic-
ing. President Littlefield's appar-
ent change of attitude toward hy-
pocrisy assures me that he will
soon join the battle to protect all of
his constituents by confronting this
alarming double standard. We are
glad to have you with us, Brent.
Welcome.
Ethan Strimling
Hey you!
Write a,
letter to the
editor
•
disabilities, to name a few. He went
on to say these different groups sel-
dom participate in on-campus ac-
tivities, since they have very full
schedules and many campus orga-
nizations time their meetings for the
early evening so as to exclude these
people.
The early evening is a time to
care for children and make prepara-
tions for the next day's activities.
Thanking Waldo for his opinion
I continued on through the building
and exited.
On leaving, I realized my initial
hypothesis that only nineteen year
olds and administrators exist on the
campus was wrong. The Maine Cam-
pus, I realized, does not present a
clear portrayal of the many different
people who attend the University of
Maine.
Jim Nichols
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Editorial policyLetters to the editor of the Maine Campus should be no longer than 250 words.
Letters should be typed or clearly written and include a name, address and phone
number.
The Campus will not accept letters for publication which appear to be advertise-
ments or announcements for upcoming events.
Guest columns must be arranged with the editor and be no longer than 450 words.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, taste and
libel.
Correction
In the Friday, March 25 issue of The Maine Campus the quote "We shouldn't take alcohol advertising
out. What we should do is have a higher order - a smarter ad campaign." was mistakenly attributed to theletter writerjohn Day, because of a typographical error. The quote actually belongs to Dr. Robert Dana,
Director of Substance Abuse Services.
To bring an error to the attention of The Maine Canynis please call 581-1273 during normal businesshours or bring it to the Campus offices in the basement of Lord Hall.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *
For Wednesday March 25
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
have a knack for inspiring loyalty and trust
in those you choose to open up to. Friend-
ship is a lifelong commitment to you, and
your romances tend to be of the soul-deep
variety. You are cautious about who you
give your heart to. An urge to reform your
lover could lead you into involvements
with self-centered types.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): A rising
sense of panic can easily be offset. Go for a
walk, read a good book, or just call an old
friend. Things are not as bad as they might
seem at this moment.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Spend a
relaxing day in the 'company of the one you
love. Keep the activities low-key and make a
mutual vow not to mention work. A weight is
lifted from your shoulders.
GEMINI (May 21 —June 20): Teamwork
pays off, but only if you can manage to
harness your restless energy for the good of
the group. Keep to a pace that everyone can
comfortably manage.
CANCER (June 21 —July 22): You have a
way of bringing out the very best qualities in
the people you love. Your unconditional love
and support makes it possible for them to
reach their dreams.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Your creativity •
positively sparkles today. Don't be ashamed of
your vivid imagination: the world needs more of
those inspiring people who dare to dream.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): A time to
exercise your boundless imagination and ex-
plore your creative potential. Perhaps a letter
to a friend could be re-worked into a short
story or an ongoing saga.
LIBRA (Sept 23 — Oct. 23): Go ahead with
positive changes, but don't expect to seeimmediate results. You can reverse a had
trend at home or at play, but it won't happen
overnight. Patience pays tenfold.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23— Nov. 21): Dive intoyour work immediately; procrastination will
make a boring task even more tedious. Just think
of how relieved you'll be to get it over with.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): In-
formation from a trusted friend can be relied
upon. Also, what might seem like an attempt
to sabotage your efforts is most likely just
your imagination.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 —Jan. 19): A cairn
and logical approach is your best answer to an
associate's irationality. Demonstrate to him the
value of keeping a cool head and an even temper.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Your
stars recommend a quiet reflective day with
a clear emphasis on creative inspiration anddream interpretation. A time of thought ratherthan action.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Negativetrends can be completely reversed and relation-
ships totally transformed. It is possible to turnan enemy into a friend under this influence.
'ow`
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Thursday March 26
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A seek-
er of underlying causes, you have an insatiably
curious mind and a decidedly offbeat sense of
humor. Your fascination with the bizarre and
exotic can lead you to brave new worlds, or to
regret Realize that the choices you make have a
lasting effect on the course of your life, and take
responsibility for living up to your potential.
ARIES (March 20— April 19): Sometimes
It's best to keep your opinions to yourself, but
not now! In his enthusiasm for a project a
friend may be getting in over his head.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): Anxiety
about finances and job related activities have
you tied up in knots. Recognize that worrying
about things over which you have no control
is counter productive.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): A sacred
icon is losing its luster, causing you to doubt
your very ideals. Fallen idols are the cost of
personal development: accept that with growth
the demise is inevitable.
CANCER (June 21— July 22): Timing is
crucial to the success of a business venture.
Keep your eyes open to positive develop-
ments and strike quickly!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Keeping your
emotions bottled up inside is not healthy.
Although the prospect of conflict with your
loved one is unpleasant, it remains a dynamic
part of a thriving relationship.
VIRGO (Aug. Z3 —Sept-22): Get a jump on
the competition by diving into your workload
headfirst this morning. Seizing the initiative
while others stumble gives you the edge to
come out on top.
LIBRA (Sept. 23— Oct 23): After a stress-
ful day turns you into a bundle of nerves, the
best remedy is a soothing bath followed by
curling up with a good book. You'll soon be
ready for tomorrow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): In an
attempt to get a project off the ground, some
vital details might get overlooked. Sacrificing
quality in the name of speed ensures failure.
SAGI1TARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
You're only kidding yourself by putting forth
a cheerful facade in order to cover up heartfelt
emotions. Burying your pain only prolongs
your deep anguish.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19): Find-
ing a balance between work and play is iimpor-
tant to both. When you feel that a loved one is
distracting you from your work, it may be the
other way around.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20— Feb. 18): By dis-
cussing an incident from the past with some-
one you respect you can finally free yourself
from guilt. Discard the baggage you've been
carrying and get on with life.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Don't buy
into the mistrust and hostility that permeates
now. As long as you reject innuendo and
maintain your objectivity you can rise above
the petty backbiting.
EntertainmentPages
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS 32 Rose extract
36 Chatelaine'sI Killer whale bagS Fnghten
37 Compound10 -Woe is me,"
used in14 Persian elf leathermak
57 Understand
President Bush
61 Over
42 shade of green
64 Stewpot
IS Bombay 372 Hurryprincess
40 Color14 Trig function
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method
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47 Small bites
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by II 53 Obesity 4 Runway at
JFK
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21Fixat on 49 Style of iazz 56 Aspersion
30 Near the center si Lawrence - 57 Fewer s cousin
31 Data led to a Taylor. tor one 55 Director-author
computer 52 Levitates s(azan
33 In that spot 53 Marys pet 59 Pennines, e g
34 Narrow 54 Roman road GO Elan
passageway ss Study hard 63 Mine yield
35 Do a lawn lob
37 Youngster
34 Apr 1 collector
41 Companions
42 Large kettles
47 Inclined
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone:1-900-421)-
5656(754e each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of LOrd, Hall.
* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrol-
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a oast of S2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Rape Series
Pain of rape continues for victims, loved ones despite timeBy Kathryn Krahn Tulman and
Catherine Leombruno
Lounsbury
Volunteer Writers
Women being raped by men they know,
commonly known as acquaintance rape, is
not rare in male-female relations.
Mary Koss, primary investigator of a
nationwide study of rape and sexual
aggression at 32 U.S. colleges, found 25
percent of women surveyed were survivors
of rape or attempted rape and 84 percent of
these knew their attacker.
While the number of reported rapes on
the University of Maine campus is low,
statistics show less than 10 percent of all
rapes are ever disclosed.
In Koss' study, only 27 percent of the
women whose sexual assault met the legal
definition of rape considered themselves
rape victims. Eighty four percent of men
whose actions fell within the same legal
definition thought what they did was not
rape.
Women are at a four times greater risk of
being raped by someone they know than by
a stranger.
According to Tim Beneke, author of
Men on Rape, individuals need to incorporate
three key attitudes to end acquaintance rape.
First, rape must be considered both in
terms of the crime itself and the effect of the
threat of rape on women's lives.
The perceived risk of sexual assault is so
pervasive that women on this campus live
and behave differently than they otherwise
would. Many confine themselves to their
dorms and apartments after dark. Several
surveyed for this article said they feel unable
to go to a car to retrieve forgotten notes for a
test and carry a knife or mace to protect
themselves.
The fear of rape also affects women's
dating patterns.
"It's in the back of your mind that you
have to be careful on a date. Usually, you
know the person you're dating, but it can
happen even if you know him," a senior said.
The second attitude that needs to be
incorporated, according to Beneke, is that
rape must be seen as part of a continuum of
The third attitude shift, which directly
relates to the power differential, is that
incidents of rape and violence must be seen as
men's problems. Usually men are the rapists,
so it is they who have the power to end rape.
A study of University of California
campuses with rape awareness programs
similar to those at UMaine found "even
though the information was out there for the
students, nearly all rape survivors surveyed
said they had not seen information on rape
anywhere on campus."
Providing educational and awareness
programs on rape throughout the year is
Many students believe more rapes have occurred on
this campus than have been reported, and that the
university administration is covering up the
problem to avoid negative publicity.
violence against women, which together
constitute a major mental health issue for
all women.
Dr. Sandy Caron, assistant professor of
Human Development, said in a recent address
to college administrators that "one man's
violence against a woman may seem to
result from his individual psychological
problems, sexual frustrations, life pressures
or an innate urge toward aggression."
"The fact that so many individual men
feel entitled to express their frustration or
anger by being violent to so many individual
women," Caron said, "illustrates the power
men as a group hold over women as a group."
Are you an
outstanding
student?
The UMaine outstanding achievement award for non-academic
endeavors is presented to as many as twelve students, either
graduate or undergraduate, who have demonstrated
outstanding leadership in one of the areas of:
•Community Service •Athletic Achievement
•Campus Citizenship •Arts and Communication
Deadline is NOON, MONDAY, APRIL 6th, 1992.
Application forms can be picked up and returned (along with aletter of nomination of endorsement) to the Center for StudentServices, Attn. Dwight Rideout, Assistant V.P. and Dean of Students.
third floor, Memorial Union- phone 1406
essential, based on student surveys and
experiences on other campuses
Examples of programs that would help
to change student attitudes on rape at the
UMaine campus include seminars providing
information on rape during freshmen
orientation and special ongoing programs
offered for part-time, non-traditional and
continuing education students.
Another program, envisioned by Beverly
Lowe, Director of New Student Programs,
is a required freshman seminar covering
topics such as date and acquaintance rape in
small group discussion sessions.
Students had suggestions to help stop
rape at UMaine. First, many believed more
rapes have occurred on this campus than
have been reported, and said the university
administration is covering up the problem in
order to avoid negative publicity.
"Tell people it happens and punish the
perpetrators," one senior said. "Let the
students and faculty know what's going on
and where so they can protect themselves."
Second, most felt increased lighting is
paramount if rape on campus is to be
stopped. Although lighting is an issue in
stranger and acquaintance rape, as Koss'
study shows, most assaults occur during
dates, in dorm rooms, apartments and
Greek houses.
One suggestion was for faculty to
encourage discussions about rape by
including relevant information in their
courses.
Another suggestion was to require all
male students, upon entrance to the
university, to sign a statement saying they
will not participate in violence against
women, including harassment, assault and
rape. Current male students could begin
now by starting such a petition.
Women had some advice for the men on
campus concerning rape.
"Think before you act," one junior said.
"To you it's just one night, and it may not be
a big deal, but this rape will affect this
woman for the rest of her life."
"If this woman were your sister lying
there, would you still force her to have sex
against her will?" one student asked.
"When I say no. I mean it. If you aren't
sure if I mean yes, ask me," another said.
Only one more day until...
The
Maple
Brothers
Thursday Nights Live
8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission
Spunsitred by SEA of Student Government
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BOT meeting from page 1
approved the appointment of Ralph Sandler
as director of the Maine Center for the Arts.
He will begin his tenure July 1.
The Trustees also granted the Mark R.
Shibles distinguished visiting professorship
to Theodore Sizer, former dean of the
Harvard Graduation School of Education.
His UMaine tenure will last a year.
John Alexander, a Civil Engineering
professor, was awarded the Malcolm G.
Long professorship.
Price said Alexander will receive a $7,000
stipend to use at his discretion.
"This is an excellent way to reward faculty
members for good service, and to attract other
faculty members, who may not otherwise be
interested in a position here," he said.
Price said the ROTC/sexual orientation
controversy at USM has not affected UMaine
yet.
He said several USM faculty and students
spoke to the trustees, urging them to persuade
ROTC to include "sexual orientation" with
sex, race and religion in the group's non-
discriminatory clause.
"A number of faculty and students are
protesting the ROTC, because they feel it
discriminates against gay and lesbian
students," Price said.
He said the trustees did not take any action
on the matter because the "sexual orientation"
clause has not been included in the state or
federal non-discriminatory policy.
"So far, there has not been too much
controversy on this at the Orono campus,"
he said.
Trash story from page 1
percent of all waste by 1993, and have the
appropriate facilities and materials to do so.
"TThe best way to do this is to get your
hands dirty and go find out," Houtman said.
Preliminary findings show that food waste
made up nearly 25 percent of household waste
in the fall of 1991, followed by paper at 13
percent. Disposable diapers trailed a14 percent
"We are also looking at bulky waste, such
as dump debris, old tires and stumps," Assistant
Scientist Steven Jacobs of UMaine said.
Jacobs also said people need to realize
with high collection costs and operation
materials, recycling is not cheap.
The incentive, therefore, is environmental.
"It's easy to lose sight of that when you are
going through garbage," Jacobs said.
However, a smooth running recycling
system could create some jobs. Trash collectors
for The Maine Garbage Project now make a
little over $8 an hour, and sort trash year-round.
Jacobs said the project is primarily funded
by the Maine Waste Agency.
The agency hopes information gathered
ACC,CNC1ON eNcLlSb MAJORS
AllEnglisb majors—and those interested in becoming one—
need to attend an important information session on
Thursday, Marcb 24 7:00 pm in I(X) Neville Hall.
Discu.cced will be the Fall 1992 registration
and graduation reqirements
will reveal what and how much waste can be
recycled. Also, which kinds of programs,
materials, and equipment will be needed to
meet recycling goals.
George Criner , associate professor of
agricultural and resource economics, said in a
press release that possibly 70 percent of Maine
waste could be recycled, but that would depend
on controlling costs and changing people's
waste disposal habits.
The study results will be presented seasonally
to the state for the remainder of the year.
E
• Ecosystem
UN says species
may decrease
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — World
population growth, environmental destruction
and modern farming practices threaten
thousands of native plant species with
extinction, a United Nations agency said in a
report yesterday.
The loss of diversity in the world's plant
species has implications for global agriculture
and industries such as pharmaceuticals that
rely on plant materials, said officials of the
Food arid Agriculture Organization.
-The Earth's plant genetic resources are a
limited and perishable natural resource, and
their loss constitutes a grave threat to our
world food security," said Edouard Saouma,
director general of the organization.
Up to 40,000 plant species could be extinct
by the middle of the 21st century unless
conservation measures are heightened
immediately, the UN agency said.
The report said disruption of the plants'
ecological equilibri um is taking place so quickly ,
and population growth is so massive, that nature
does not have time biologically to cope.
990 Pizza!
It's so simple! From now until April 15, buy any small pizza from the Pizza
Oven and use this coupon to get another' for only 994!"
0o., DELIVER WE Pizza OvenL 154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505
• of equal or lesser value • three topping limit, one coupon per customer per order
ONE OF
Alpha Tau Omega
and
Delta Tau Delta
are proud to present
STOP FIVE COLLEGE BANDS IN THE COUNTRY:
F 1.1 51' I N C F 1.1
Saturday, March 28th 9pm Lengyel Gym, $3 Bucks
As if that wasn't enough...
$50 Raffle
Cash Bar with ID
Refreshments
and it's open to all ages.
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Orono town council party ordinance hearing from page 1
"Let's enforce the rules we have," Erhardt
said. "I realize there are some problems in
Orono, but we can't legislate responsibility."
"If we treat the students as responsible adults
we will get that treatment back." she said.
Gene Roberts, also an Orono resident,
said people shouldn't lump students into one
category. He gave credit to the number of
students living "quiet, orderly lives." He said
students in his area were "some of the finest
neighbors you could ask for."
"If you try to put a lid on these kids it's
going to make it worse," Roberts said.
Brent Littlefield, Student Govejnment
president, said the wording of the or'dinance
was a problem.
"Who determines what is loud,
unnecessary, or unusual?" Littlefield said,
"How do you define unnecessary or unusual?"
The ordinance defines noise as "any sound
which annoys or disturbs or which causes or
tends to cause an adverse psychological or
physiological effect on humans."
"Who determines what that psychological
or physiological effect is? Who is going to be the
expert that determines this?" Littlefield said.
Lowe said this has been "the best year I've
seen in the last five," in terms of student parties.
A number of residents suggested more
teamwork between the town and the university
might improve dealings with students.
"I'm not saying it's all the university's
fault, but I think more authority should be
coming from there," Alice Smith, an Orono
resident said.
Chris Smeriglio, Off-Campus Board
president, agreed teamwork was needed.
"You need to communicate with the
student leaders on campus because they are
the ones that talk to the students," she said.
Two other ordinances related to the noise
ordinance were also addressed One would allow
police to bill the owner of a residence where a
party occurs for the costs of quelling a disturbance
there. This would include paying the wages of
officers involved as well as any damage to town
vehicles or injuries to officers at the scene.
Littlefield again attacked the wording of the
ordinance, focusing on the definition of a large
event or pany as "a gathering of five or room
persons who have assembled or are assembling
for a special occasion or social activity."
-There seems to be a paradox in the
definitions between a gathering of five people
and the word large," Littlefield said.
Council Chair Terri Hutchinson agreed
the ordinance needed "some clarification."
In other business, the possibility of a [vital
unit occupancy permit ordinance was
discussed. The ordinance would require a
landlord to obtain a permit before renting an
apartment or structure.
The Town Code Enforcement Officer
would be responsible for issuing the permit
following an inspection of the building.
A proposed ordinance that would have
required anyone holding a party to obtain a
permit was dropped from the agenda due to
numerous questions raised in earlierdiscussions,
according to Chairman Hutchinson.
Orono Town Manager Nancy Orr said
questions raised on the wording of all three
ordinances by the town's attorney, Tom Russel,
would probably force a second public hearing
if the council elects to proceed with them.
Get financial aid
when you need it most.
After you graduate.
Life doesn't suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
There are the challenges of
- starting a career, getting settled in a new
-apartment and doing it all within your budget.
So to help you out, we put together the
AT&T Moving Ahead Program
When you sign up' we'll send you a $5
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling?* And every time
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
distance company, you'll get even more savings benefits.
Since you'll probably be traveling more, you'll also
get an AT&T Calling Card sent to you, free. It helps make
calling from payphones easier and you don't have to re-place it when you mow.
You'll also have the opportunity to save on AT&Tlong distance calls with the AT&T Reach Out* AmericaCalling Plan
Even our Moving Ahead newsletter can help. Be-
sides being full of tips on things like managing your
money and job hunting it includes chances to save
on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs and more.Just call 1 800 662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
Moving Ahead ham.
And get a little extra
help after school. AT&T
• ilme an no entoirrant Ism • Timed on an AT&T clwcillsk mot -lo-cort cal mods dunng the nging/wesiond One p•nol mew The cnninontaiUSIbu ow gel mmit or Wm lor ,our ownYkule dywonelng on *fon arti y•ftwe you cal
• Pan Am 103
Libya may hand
over two accused
terrorists
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —Arab
League envoys arrived in Libya on Tuesday
to meet with Col. Moammar Gadhafi and
coordinate the surrender of the two Libyan
suspects in the Pan Am Flight 103 bombing.
The Security Council president said he
expected swift delivery of the two Libyans
for trial in the United States or Britain. But
the Bush administration contended Libya
was stalling, and demanded that it put in
writing its offer to give up the suspects. Late
Tuesday it added that Libya must sever all
ties with terrorist groups.
"We are looking for action, not words,"
the State Department said. It said several
terrorist groups, including the Abnu Nidal
organization, train in Libya.
The Arab League delegation that went to
Libya comprised league secretary-general
Esmat Abdel-Maguid of Egypt and envoys
from Syria, Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria,
Morocco and Mauritania.
Libya offered on Monday to turn the
suspects over to the Arab League. Its plan
was an attempt to avoid a new Security
Council resolution imposing an arms
embargo, cutting off its air routes and urges
other countries to eject most Libyan
diplomats.
The offer won Libya a brief respite from
council action — very brief, diplomats said.
U.S. Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering
said he will renew his push to have the
council adopt the resolution by the end of
the week if the Libyans, indicted by the
United States and Britain, are not extradited.
He said the Libyan offer "seems to be more
of a stall than a compliance."
He said Libya still has to comply with the
French request, provide all evidence it has
on the bombings, end its support of terrorism
and promise to compensate the families of
victims.
"I hope they're not simply wasting the
Security Council's time, I think it would be
a great pity if they were," said British
Ambassador David Hannay.
At the White House, press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said Tuesday that "We still
think the case should be prosecuted under
the judicial procedures we set up in our
original indictment."
Male Dancers
at the
All Male Review
Tonight 8 - 10:30pm
Bucksport Golf Club
on Route 46.
Ladles only. $3 cover
cash bar, b-oil raffle and more
Buy any
Footlong Sub
and get the
2nd one for 9W
with the purchase of
rnediurn else drink
1
18 Mill Street, Orono 888.3550
Good any in-store. not
for Lae on delivery
Expires 3.26.92
.J
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SportsNews
• UMaine awaits BU—Michigan St. winner in NCAA's
• Black Bear Baseball box scores and stats
• UMass looks forward to Sweet 16
rThe Campus
Sports Ticker
Hobey Baker finalists
Black Bear left winger Scott Pellerin,
and right winger Jean
-Yves Roy are two
10 finalists for college hockey's most
•• ous individual honor, the Hobey
-
Baker Awarcf
Joining the
two UMaine
standouts are
center Scott'
Beattie of No..
Michigan,
goaltender Duane
nsin, winger Denny
Felsner of Michigan, defenseman Rob
Gaudreau of Providence, center Greg
Johnson of North Dakota, defenseman
Daniel Laperriere of St. Lawrence, Lake
Superior State goaltender Darrin
Madeley and Larry Olimb of Minnesota.
Boston College's David Emma won
the award in 1991.
Flutie joins Stampeders
Former Boston College quarterback
and 1991 Canadian Football League MVP
Doug Flutie agreed to terms Monday
with the Calgary Stampeders of the CFL.
The diminutive Flutie signed a four-
year $4 million contract making him the
second player in CFL history to make
over a million dollars per season. Raghib
"Rocket" Ismail signed with the Toronto
Argonauts last season for $18-26 million
also over four years.
NCAA Hockey Tourney
First Round, Thursday: Boston
University (22-8-4) vs. Michigan St. (22-
10-8), 5 pm. New Hampshire (22-12-2)
vs. Wisconsin (24-13-2), 8:30.
Second Round, Saturday: St.
Lawrence (22-8-1) vs. New Hampshire/
Wisconsin winner, 5 pm UMAINE (31-
3-2) vs. Boston University/Michigan
St.winner, 8:30.
West Regional. Detroit, MI
First Round, Friday: Northern
Michigan (24-13-3) vs. Clarkson (21-9-
1), 5 pm. Lake Superior State (25-9-4) vs.
Alaska-Anchorage (25-7-1), 8:30.
Second Round, Sunday: Minnesota
(33-10) vs. Northern Michigan/Clarkson'
winner, 5 pm. Michigan (31-8-3) vs. Lake
Superior State/Alaska-Anchorage
winner, 8:30.
No NCAA TV coverage
There will be no TV coverage of the
postseason NCAA hockey tournament in,
Providence Thursday and Saturday nights.
NESN however will carry both Final
Four games the following week while ESPNi
will broadcast the championship tilt
Olajuwon suspended
The Houston Rockets suspended
center Hakeern Olajuwon indefinitely
Monday, accusing the six-time All-Star
of failing to suit up after a doctor cleared
him to play.
Less than a week
remains until the
University of Maine
hockey team takes to
the ice in the NCAA
ev Hockey tournament.
The 31-3-2 Black
Beals ale a good bet to reach the Final Four
for the second consecutive year and the
fourth time in the last six.
Ask many who they think are the favorites
to win the NCAA Championship this season
and UMaine is bound to come up somewhere.
"Maine has had a very good season and
they should be the favorites," Boston
University Coach Jack Parker said.
Parker's Terriers may be a second-round
opponent of the Black Bears. BU (21-8-4)
plays Michigan St. (21-10-8) in the opening
round Thursday at the Providence Civic
Center, with the winner getting UMaine
• UMaine Hockey
BU, MSU battle to face Black Bears
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
E !ACK BEAR
• Column
Just cleaning
out the mind
By Chad Finn
Here's a few gripes, questions and other
assorted leftovers from the sports pages of
my mind. (Yep, the AP machine is still
broken.)
• Fans who followed men's basketball in
the North Atlantic Conference this season
know Vermont's Kevin Roberson is a terrific
all-around player, perhaps even a future pro,
but how the heck could league coaches have
voted him NAC Player of the Year over
Hartford's all-world Vin Baker?
Granted, Roberson led the league in
blocked shots and rebounding, but Baker
was a close second to him in both categories
while running away from the pack in the
scoring race with a 27.6 ppg average. Big
.Vinnie also won NAC Player of the Week
honors five times while Roberson only took
the honor once, and Roberson had a far
superior cast of players around him than
Baker, who was often double-and triple-
teamed on a weak Hartford team.
Still, I'm sure UMaine Coach Rudy
Keeling would be happy with either one of
them manning the middle for his squad. It
looks to me like the Black Bear hoopsters
are a consistent, offensive-minded big man
away from doing to the NAC next season
what Delaware did this year (read: total
domination). If 6-foot-10-and-still-growing
recruit Reggie Smith passes his SATs and is
as good as advertised, the necessary big guy
may already be in Keeling's fold...
• It was tough to watch the senior
foursome of Jess Carpenter, Tracey Frenette,
Julie Bradstreet and Carrie Goodhue end
their sterling careers with a loss against an
unbeaten Vermont squad in the NAC
women's hoop playoffs. It would have been
nice to see them bring home another league
title after playing three seasons in the shadow
See FINN'S MIND on page 19
Saturday night for the right to go to Albany
and the Final Four.
Standing in the way of an all-Hockey
East match-up is a familiar face to Black
Bear Coach Shawn Walsh. Ron Mason,
father of Walsh's wife Tracey, heads the
Spartans of MSU.
Walsh and Mason have faced each other
10 times with Michigan St. holding a 6-3-1
advantage.
Key figures for the Spartans include
senior goalie Mike Gilmore, Boston Bruins
draft choice junior Brian Smolinslci, New
York Ranger Mark Messier's cousin Joby
Messier and senior Dwayne Norris.
The two teams have met once this season
with UMaine taking a 4-2 decision back on
Dec. 19 in the Great Western Freezeout.
Walsh, meanwhile, is 16-12-1 in his eight
year career against the Terriers.
BU is a young team who have surprised
many this year. Leading the way though, is
senior defenseman Tom Dion and junior
netminder Scott Cashman.
The Terriers won a close 5-4 contest in
the first meeting this season as Mike
Prendergast scored with 21 seconds to play
in regulation after the Black Bears had fought
back from a third period deficit.
The following night UMaine responded
with an 8-1 thrashing in front of 3,485
stunned BU maniacs.
With a 4-4 tie on the last day of January,
the squads stand at 1-1-1 for the season.
In the east's other first round match-up
New Hampshire (22-12-2) will bump heads
with Wisconsin (24-13-2) for the right to meet
ECAC Champion St. Lawrence (22-8-1).
It seems to most that the Black Bears
may have received a tough draw in the
second round, having to face a team that's
been in the top 10 all season. It might have
been more appropriate that UMaine play the
UNH-Wisconsin winner, but C'est la vie.
"We're in a difficult bracket because both
teams (BU and MSU) have been near the top
five all season long," Walsh said. "It'll be a
great match-up whoever we play, though."
• World Cup Soccer
Foxboro to host World Cup
BOSTON (AP)—Cheering people flung
soccer balls across an auditorium while
others simply hugged and kissed each other
when they learned Foxboro Stadium was
among nine sites picked Monday for the
1994 World Cup.
"Well, it was suspenseful," said Robert
L. Caporale, chairman of Boston Soccer
'94, after he and about 200 others watched
the drawn-out announcement in a large close
circuit television.
"I got a little nervous when they said they
just added Giants Stadium within the last 24
hours," said Hank Friedman, Boston Soccer
intern.
Others groaned when officials mentioned
the Pontiac Silverdome in Michigan, fearing
that the Detroit-area site might bump Boston
off of the list.
But then soccer officials in New York
added Boston to the list, prompting a 10-
minute explosion of screaming, cheering,
hugging, kissing and back-slapping. Soccer
balls were tossed across the auditorium and
a few people danced as a brass band drowned
out the teleconference.
The nine sites came from an initial field
of 26, which was narrowed to 19 last fall.
Other cities to host the games, to run from
June 17-July 17, 1994, include Chicago,
Dallas, New York, Los Angeles, Orlando,
San Francisco, and Washington D.C.
Enthusiasts and officials called Boston's
inclusion a logical one.
"What we know is what the rest of the
world is going to find out-Boston is an
international city, a world-class city," said
Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn. "The world
is going to come to Boston."
And Flynn was among those looking
ahead.
"It puts us in competition for the world
Sec WORLD CUP on page 18
• College Basketball
UMass preps for Kentucky
Worcester, Mass. (AP)—Massachusetts
coach John Calipari and guard Jim McCoy
were ready for a television interview. Then
they were told there would be a delay that
might interfere with practice for an NCAA
tournament game.
"He said, 'is that okay?' " Calipari
recalled. "1 said, 'is it going national?' He
said, 'yeah. I said, 'we're all right, just hang
out here."
His 17th-ranked Minutemen have a 30-4
record. They have won 14 consecutive
games. They have risen from the preseason
anonymity of the Atlantic 10 Conference to
the final 16 of the NCAAs.
Yet they are still seeking recognition.
A first-round win over Fordahm helped.
Sunday's 77-71 overtime win over 21st-
ranked Syracuse helped even more. And a
victory Thursday night over sixth-ranked
Kentucky in the East Regional in
Philadelphia would be a real attention-
grabber fora school whose only other NCAA
appearance was a loss to NYU in 1%2.
Last Dec. 4 Kentucky routed
Massachusetts 90-69 at Lexington, Ky.
"We're playing a team we've played
already so we have an idea (how to play
them), but so do they," Calipari said. "They
beat us good down there, so it's going to be
a tough game for us. But, what the heck,
we're still playing." A major reason for that
is center Harper Williams. He hit his second
3-pointer of the season with 30 seconds left
as the shot clock expired, giving the
Minutemen a four-point lead over Syracuse.
But Massachusetts isn't a team of one
star or outstanding individual players. It
Sec UMASS on page 19
b.
Just sitting watching the Bruins — Sharks
game Monday night and, as an avid Boston
Globe reader and NESN watcher, I feel the
sudden need, and utterly qualified to, comment
on the state of the Boston sports scene.
But first I also feel the need to say if
UMaine left wing Scott Pellerin doesn't win
the Hobey Baker Award, there should be an
investigation. 'The man has done absolutely
everything this season for the Black Bears and
while fellow finalist Jean-Yves Roy is still the
biggest gun in town, Pellerin goes out and
does everything necessary to win.
Now to the center
of sports in the
northeast, Bah-sten.
• Anytime a first-
year coach comes to a
team that has a long
and glorious past like
the Boston Bruins,
you can bet that eight-
out-of-ten times he's
going to be canned
within two years.
Such is the case of
Rick Bovaiess. You
really must feel for the
man. Anytime your
team loses its biggest
gun (Cam Neely) for all but nine games, it's a
no-win situation. After all, would you go to
war with a water pistol if you had a cannon?
While Bowness hasn't been dismissed
yet, the vultures are circling. Mid-way through
the third period Monday night it looked as if
the end might be nearer than anyone expected.
Trailing 6-3 with 11:22 to go, the B's carne
back to score four goals and win the game 7-6.
In the process they also saved their coaches'
job for at least another day. Stay tuned...
• What's the deal with the Red Sox and
Camp Tranquillity?
After the Roger Clemens "I wasn't late
and there was no reason to call" fiasco, this
I 8
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• Column
B's, C's, Sox and Pelly
By Tim Hopley has been a most quiet camp. Kind of a scary
thought, isn't it?
For the record though, tam a Butch Hobson
fan. Anyone whocan call a meeting with Cletnens
"rubbing noggins together" is fine with me.
Want a tip on the BoSox? If you play in a
Rotisserie League, take Phil Planner mriy and
look forTnn Naehring to be theeveryday shottstop.
• Urn, the Celtics. Sadly, the time is near
for the most successful team in the NBA's
history to get a complete make-over.
One look at Larry Bird trying to run up and
down the court is painful, to say the least. And
Kevin McHale, aside from a 22-point
performance versus Golden State Sunday
afternoon, is a mere
shadow of his former
self and his best days
are clearly behind
him as well.
The future of this
team lies with Dee
Brown, Reggie Lewis,
Sherman Douglas and
even Ed Pinckney
who, in the absence of
Bird and McHale,
proved to be a big-time
NBA rebounder.
•You've gotta
love Patriots Coach
Dick MacPherson on
those truck
commercials. "No hugs, no hugs please."
• A potentially huge boost to Boston's
economic market came Monday when the
Federation Internationale de Football
Association named Foxboro Stadium, home
of the Patriots, as one of nine sites in the
United States to host the 1994 World Cup
soccer competition.
• Oh yeah, the LIMass Minutemen. Heck,
I didn't even pick' em to beat Syracuse. !can't
comment on them.
Iguess that 'bout raps this column up. Don't
change the channel though, it could be another
week or so until the AP machine is fixed...
Buy any small Pizza and get the second
Pizza for a Buck!*
(and we deliver, too)
Pizza V111a167 Center St.Old Town • 827-6460
L
(Altul or lesser value, up to 3 toppings, One coupon per order, not to be, etc., etc...
World Cup soccer from page 1
Olympic Games," Flynn said. "It gives us the
opportunities Boston has never had before."
Repeatedly calling soccer the world's
most popular sport, supporters emphasized
that the event will boost the area's economy
through direct spending and tourism.
"I know it will mean something in excess
of $90 million," Caporale said.
He and others credited the region's strong
interest in soccer with helping Boston beat
out other contenders.
Former New England Patriot John Smith,
who now runs soccer clinics and camps, said
Massachusetts is second only to southern
California in the number of youth soccer
players.
"We have 100,000 kids playing in
Massachusetts," he said.
In addition, he said, a game last year
between the United States and Ireland
attracted more than 51,000 people to Foxboro
Stadium.
"We surprised the whole States," he said.
"It was the best gate ever for U.S. soccer"
• Major League Baseball
Sox Gray recovering from stroke
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) — The
motion was not quick or natural.
Jeff Gray, asked to sign a baseball by a
young fan, had to place a pen in his right
hand before signing his name to a ball that
included the names of other Boston Red
Sox players.
The difference for Gray is that he is not
taking part in spring training. He has been
working out on his own at home in
Riverview, Fla., relearning the motions that
came naturally to a relief pitcher before he
suffered a minor stroke in the Fenway Park
clubhouse prior to a game against Texas on
July 30. He said he is now to the point where
he doesn't have to think at length before
doing something.
"There was a time when I did. Just
grabbing a pen. You could tell me, and then
I would think about it for a second and the
I would do it rather slowly," he said. "Now
I can just go do it, but still not as quick as it
needs to be."
The seizure was similar to one Gray
suffered 10 years earlier while playing at
Florida State University. The second one
was different because Gray suffered damage
to a small part of the brain that was involved
during each seizure.
"I didn't have to relearn things. I just
had to build myself back up," Gray said of
his first incident. "This time there was a
small portion of the brain that was damaged
and I've had to relearn some things."
Before he was stricken, Gray had been
one of Boston's top relief pitchers,
appearing in 50 of the team's 98 games. He
was 2-3 with a 2.34 ERA in 61 213 innings
when his season ended.
Sunday, a day when Gray should have
been planning to put in a few innings against
the Toronto Blue Jays, he was instead
visiting with his teammates and general
manager Lou Gorman and talking about
the progress he's made.
"I'd say in about the last six weeks I feel
like my progress is almost sped up a bit,"
Gray said.
"I'm not ready to pitch in a game yet I
can't say how hard I'm throwing, maybe
middle 70's on good pitches. I'm not
consistent enough yet to throw all my
pitches," he said.
His rigorous schedule which sees him
workout "every minute the sun is shining"
prevents him from thinking too much about
missing spring training in Chain 0' Lakes
Park.
"Maybe that's good. I don't have a chance
to think too much," Gray said. "It's my goal
to be able to help this team out, maybe give
them a shot in the ami when they need it,
maybe when someone goes down, whether
that's in May or June or later.
32 N. Main St.
Old Town
Smart's Auto Body
•Foreign and Domestic Repairs
•24 Hour Wrecker Service
*Collision Repairs
Business Hours: 827-2331 Sid Smart
Nights & Weekends: 827-5634 Owner
10% Student Discount on Foreign and Domestic Repairs. Bring ID
Check out these great deals!
•10% off accessories with the purchase of a new bike
*Tune ups
*Save big on 91's
eSave on great mud tires:
—Smokes $17.99
—Hound Dawgs $15.99
Prices good now until April 5
,t3
New Expanded
Hours:
Mon. 9-4
Tues. - Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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Finn's mind
from page 17
of the great Rachel Bouchard..
• Don't you think it has to be just a tad bit
intimidating to skate in on UMaine goalie
Mike Dunham and look up to see that
Olympic hockey mask staring you right in
the face? The way he's played in his short
stints with the Black Bears this season makes
you realize how good Ray LeBlanc must be
to have kept him from playing a minute in
Albertville...
• Speaking of UMaine goaltenders, if
Roger Clemens' won-lost record this season
even slightly resembles Garth Snow's, the
Red Sox will win their first World Series
title in 73 years. Guaranteed. Besides, as my
fellow scribe Stuart Davis will tell you, the
BoSox always win the Fall Classic the year
after a Russian revolution....
• How could anyone other than Scott
Pellerin seriously be considered for the
Hobey Baker Award this season? It's hard to
imagine any other player in the country
providing the combination of leadership,
clutch scoring and toughness that Pelly has
lent the virtually unbeatable Black Bears
this season...
By the way, this is finally the year for
Coach Shawn Walsh's boys. The only way
the Bears on Ice could possibly be beaten is
if they have a huge letdown for one night,
and Walsh will make sure that doesn't
happen. A clue to the hunger and firepower
the Black Bears possess this year is hidden
in the fact that, after each of their three
losses, they have come back to win their
next game by an average margin of seven
goals. The UMaine skaters will not be denied
the NCAA title this season. Also a guarantee.
UMass from page 17
came into the tournament with five players
averaging at least 10 points per game.
"This is a very confident group, a very
talented group, collectively," Calipari said.
"When we dolt together, we're pretty good.
When we try to do it on our own, one-on-one
and one pass and shoot, we're not very good
at all."
That's the way they played in the first
half against Syracuse, which led 32-30 at
intermission. A halftime tongue-lashing by
Calipari helped turn that around.
"None of us played up to our capabilities,"
McCoy said. "None of us had a great game,
and we still won."
Massachusetts is short on size. Williams,
at 6-foot-7, is its tallest starter. But Kentucky
doesn't have a giant inside player, although
6-8 Jamal Mashburn can be a dominant
force near the basket.
The Minutemen have faced long odds
for a long time.
They had 11 consecutive losing seasons
before Calipari led them to records of 17-14
two years ago and 20-13 last season, when
they lost in the semifinals of the National
Invitation Tournament.
They won their first five games this
season, but the first hint that they might be a
team that could play well in the NCAAs was
a victory over nationally ranked Oklahoma
last Jan. 4
"The Oklahoma game might have
brought the team to a little national spotlight,"
Massachusetts forward Tony Barbee said
after the Syracuse game, "but I think this is
the game that really woke everybody up and
said, 'hey these guys are for real
If 96 people say it's a duck, chances are it's a duck.
Hypnotist- Fo,rastrokxjr- --igef °clear, sold head
A strong mind is a better mind. Deep relctxahon
! techniques Forget drugs! Student rates w10014
SWM ,eeks SWF 18-22 engineering student with
great earning potential seeks someone to have
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach_ Not
interested in one night stands or weekend flings.
w10021
SV/M 23, 6 h. tall, 230 lbs., full of fun, looking for a
SWF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing,
! movies, hiking, dining out, and intimate times. Must
be 18-25 andliave a great sense of humor lzoks not
important. w10023
(2) SWM's, 21 & 21 looking for female that will
accept any challenge and be open to a unique
relationship Must be flexible to our needs ancl a fun-
, loving partner If you loveCancun, skinny-dipping at
midnight and Marganta's for breakfast, give us a
ring. w10027
Looking for a hard-headed woman—cig? Life is
fleeting—dig? Interested in • • • • • .ig? rm
not. Are you funloving and un •••• • . Let's talk
about the weather and stuff. w10032
SWM 19, eccentric, airing, and sensitive; seeks
SWFWCB (w/cuteExim),InloStar Trek NG, rornance,
and U2. v10033
SWM who is into StorTrek, crass-country skiing &
movies is looking for SWF with similar interests. Must
be somewhat attractive, no big egos, please. 111 00 1 0
University Poetry Anthology - seeks select, creative
original pnefry ham students, faculty, for its Spring
'92 publication, Mune Pathways to the Tree of Life.
University Pasteup Productions. tr10008
Professional Canselor especially for students and
icruily. Group, individual, all areas including self-
actualization, interactive, humanistic, astrological
Asirograms also individually prepared. tr10009
SF 19th good personality and cute face and likes
Ren &Sti . , long walkson the beach and cuddling
up too • • • • movie, seeks SM 20- ish. Deod Milkmen
kin a plus. w10039
When the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza
pie—that's amore, and that's what I'm looking
For, baby. Like Italians? I want to be your big ragu.
I'm looking for someone cool tO hang with. Come
on, take a chance. w10031
Photographer looking for attractive models, no
experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio
work, etc. Compensated for your time with free
photos. w10020
3 SWF's each seeking male who knows the true
meaning of a French kiss, and has the ability to
show us a good time. If you like getting wet, getting
hot and getting drunk, give us a call. w10038
SWM 21, athletic, adventurous and attractive,
seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways,
romantic evenings and quality time. Spontaneity
and a love for "the finer things" essential. tr 10024
SWM 20, if you like piria coladas, getting
caught in the rain, if you're not into yoga and
you have hallo brain, if you like love at midnight
in the cool summer rain then I'm the man you're
looking for. Come with me and escape. w10034
(2)SWF's If you like piña coladas and you're
going to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean
and making love under the moon, we're not into
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that
you've looked for, we'll see you there and escape.
w10035
SM 23, international student looking for a female
18-25 who likes to dress sexy, likes dancing,
movies, TV and intimate times. Must be open-
minded and no big egos, please. w10043
SWM 20, name is Larry, likes micrornochines,
Queensryche and weightlifting, is looking for a
short, dark haired girl. tr10042
SWM 18, enjoys Primus, cartoons, CAPS, name
is Thor, seeks a 6 ft. blonde with blue eyes and a
great body who likes watching movies and slam
dancing. 2,10041
1-900-9884035
(Call costs $1 99/minute)
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
W41900988-5035 from ony touch-tone phone where you !Km a bill and entei the 5-digit tknumber of the ad that interests
yomlyag oaks sissossmio bpi, plow:it set it to tone atter occessing the system. You rreolien leave a response,
enter =the etembe, sae** hough ollei nib* (Caps cost $199/nen.)
Responsible married couple seeks to house o«tpartinent
sitforthe 1992-1993 oaxiemicyearorlonger.Ru 
cNailable. Tr10019
Writing, editing, typing service Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
look good Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
professionally written and strategically prepared with I
target letters. w10012
SM 24 fun losfing, careful mii xitxi, often too nice dude !
looking to go wild with right enough natural girl. Make
no promises, I want to press your buttons. Let's play
scrabble. w10018
SF 20 sim, atIrodive with good cuives, emotionally
stable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic, ,
financially independent and into heavy metal. Looking
for partner who is quiet, but socially active and fie_xible,
wl 0025
Professional Tarot Readings. Find out about the future!
Love, sex & career readings. Spell casting also done.
Student rates. U10028
5M21, baking for the girl that's just right for me. I'm into
drinking beer, partying w/friends & trying to stay out of
trouble. Interested? ff10029
SWF 19, intelligent, shy & fun-loving. Seeks short, cute !
& romantic guy with a good sense of humor No
mamma's-boys, please. v1 C030
Pn3fessional counselorespecially for students and faculty.
Group/individual, all areas including self-actualization, !
interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astograms
everything included, reasonable, several options availabb
%area lovely home in Orono, perfect for a nice student,
now. w10007
individually prepared. it 10009
DWM mod scienlist back in college seeks assistant/ co-
conspirator. Wicked nice bunnies! tr10022
SWM 20, 6'2, 230Ibs, above average build seeks
SWF, 5'6", 115-1251bs. with good personality and cute
lace, that likes Ren and Stimpy, long walks on the beach
and cuddling up too good movie. I especially like dark
hair. Dead Milkmen fan a plus. Are you the one for me?
Tr10037
Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You con place your ad by calling 581-1273 oi by stopping by our offices in Lord Hall. All Person 2 Person ads are free and kept confidential.
When you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox irnumber and a toll free number to call to recerve your messages. After you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.
Rules .0, Deadlines
Mare Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a means of sueening calls while rekining anonymity. Person 2 Person xis are ideal for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking applicants fora lob,
among other things. No full noires, street addresses orphone numbers tell be exkided in ods. Me Maine Campus wiN refuse ads that seek to bey orsell sexual services Ads containing explicit sexual m anatomical kinguage will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
ecit orretuse any od. AllPerson ?Person ads must be placed by 5:00 ren2 ivorkthg days priort the dote of pubiathon md remain in effect tor? weeks. Ads are kneed to 140tharixters
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• UMaine Baseball Box Scores and statistics
Black Bears drop pair, fall to 9-
Blue Hens, 7-3
Game One Sunday
UMaine ab r h bi Delaware ab r h bi
Knox, 3b 3 1 0 0 Wallace, 3b 4 2 2 2
White, cf 2 0 0 0 Keister, cf 3 2 2 3
Seguin, ss 4 1 1 I Gomez, 2b 4 0 1 0
Tobin, c 3 1 1 0 Lesher, if 3 1 1 1
Stpnski, lb 3 0 1 2 Dilenno, If 3 0 2 1
Scott, 2b 3 0 1 0 Woodruff, c 3 0 1 0
Altomari, if 3 0 2 0 Hannah, lb '2 0 0 0
Tmbrlin, If 3 0 1 0 Lafferty, dh 2 0 0 0
Puleo, Dh 2 0 0 0 Schmidt, ph 0 1 0 0
Slicer, Ph 0 0 0 0 Brown, ss 2 1 1 0
Totals 26 3 7 3 Totals 26 7 10 7
UMaine 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7 0
Delaware 2 0 0 0 3 2 X 7 10 2
E-Gomez, Bechtold. DP-UMaine I, Delaware 2. LOB-
UMaine 6, Delaware 5. 2B-Stupienski, Tomberlin,
Scott, Brown, Tobin. 3B-Dilenno, Wallace 2. HR-
Kiester (1). CS-Altomari (1). S-Brown.
UMaine ip h r er bb k
Ballard (L 1-2) 5 8 5 5 2 4
Beaudet 1 2 2 2 1 0
Delaware
Bechtold (W 1-0) 7 7 3 3 4 3
T-2:I5
Sunday's game conditions-Light snow in game one,
heavy to moderate snow in game two.
12
Blue Hens, 9-4
Game Two Sunday
UMaine ab r h bi Delaware ab r h bi
Knox, 3b 2 0 0 1 Wallace, 3b 3 2 1 1
White, cf 4 0 0 0 Keister, cf 3 2 3 3
Tobin, Dh 2 0 0 0 Gomez, 2b 4 1 0 1
Stpnski. lb 3 1 2 I Lesher, if 4 1 1 I
Scott, 2b 3 0 0 0 Dilenno, If 3 0 1 1
Altomari, rf 3 0 1 0 Woodruff, c 3 0 0 0
Puleo, C 1 1 0 0 Hannah, lb 2 1 0 0
Mitchell, C 1 0 0 0 Schmidt, WI 2 1 0 0
Tmbrlin, If 2 2 0 0 Brown, ss 2 1 1 0
Seguin, ss 1 0 0 1
Slicer, ph 1 0 0 0
Totals 23 4 3 3 Totals 26 9 7 7
UMaine 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 4 3 3
Delaware 1 0 4 0 1 3 X 9 7 3
E-Seguin 2, Brown, Schnur, Mitchell, Keister. DP-
Delaware I. LOB-UMaine 4, Delaware 4. 2B-Kiester 2.
3B-Kiester. HR-Stupienski (I). SB-Wallace, Kiester,
Gomez. S-Brown, Tomberlin. SF-Knox, Seguin
UMaine ip h r er bb k
Barresi (L 1-2) 2 1/3 3 5 3 2 1
Smith 22/3 2 I 1 0 2
Zuhnskas 1/3 2 3 3 1 0
Decker 2/3 0 0 0 0 0
Delaware
Schnur (W 1-0) 7 3 4 1 3 1
University of Maine Baseball Statistics
Players G Ab R H Hr Rbi Avg
Chris Altomari, Of 17 44 9 16 0 6 .364
Steve Puleo, C 10 17 3 6 1 3 .353
Glen Stupienski, RI 21 78 13 25 1 13 .321
Chad White, Cf 20 69 3 22 0 20 .319
Shawn Tobin, C 20 75 11 22 2 8 .293
Gabe Duross, lb 14 55 13 16 1 9 .291
Tim Scott, 3b 21 74 12 21 0 9 .284
Adam Mitchell, C 8 11 3 3 0 1 .273
Brian Seguin, SS 21 81 10 22 0 11 .272
Mike D' Andrea, Dh 13 31 5 8 1 5 .258
Shane Slicer, If 12 16 6 4 0 0 .250
Justin Tomberlin, Lf 21 74 15 18 0 7 .243
Shanan Knox, 2b 20 72 11 14 1 8 .194
Bob Zurinskas, P 2 2 0 0 0 0 .000
Pete Radulski, P 1 1 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 21 698 114 197 7 100 .282
Pitchers W-L Sv Ip H Era BB K
LeRoy Decker 0-0 0 0.2 0 0.00 0 0
Ronnie Hewes 2-1 1 32.0 32 4.22 19 29
Ryan Smith 0-0 1 12.2 11 4.97 3 4
Jason Rajotte 2-0 0 26.1 22 5.13 18 18
Val Beaudet 1-1 0 9.1 10 5.79 3 7
Frank Barresi 1-2 0 13.1 16 6.75 10 14
Mark Ballard 1-2 0 25.1 37 6.75 12 18
Jason Dryswak 0-2 0 9.1 10 6.75 3 7
Mike D' Andrea 2-2 0 26.2 36 8.10 36 30
Doug McEwen 0-0 0 5.1 8 8.44 9 3
Bob Zurinskas 0-2 3 8.0 10 15.75 14 3
Pete Radulski 0-0 0 2.0 418.00 1 1
Totals 9-12 5 171.0 194 6.63 121 129
Black Bear Baseball home opener Saturday, April 4 versus Northeastern.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord Hallfor your classified ad.
help wanted
COUNSELORS FOR BOYS SPORTS
CAMP-Summer positions available at
competitive boys sports camp in Maine.
Must have skills & ability to instruct, coach,
or assist in one or more of the following:
Baseball, Tennis, Basketball, Soccer, Hock-
ey, Lacrosse, Archery, Riflery, Arts & Crafts,
Martial Arts, All Waterfront activities in-
cluding; Swimming (WSI), Sailing, Water-
skiing, Windsurfing, SCUBA, Canoeing.
Located on beautiful lake in Central Maine.
Excellent Facilities, Top Salaries, Room/
Board/Laundry, and Travel Allowance. Call
or write: CAMP COBBOSSEE 5 Silvermine
Dr., So. Salem, NY 10590. (914) 533-
6104.
WANTED: Phonathon Associates, excel-
lent pay, on campus location, flexible hours,
telemarketing experience helpful, but not
nec.:.sary, we will train the right
individual(s). Hiring now for Spring, Sum-
mer and Fall positions. Complete an appli-
cation at the Crossland Alumni Center.
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD BOUND
fa UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL MATH-
SCIENCE CENTER Work with high school
students on the UMaine campus. We need
English, History, Science, Math, Computer
Science teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
Counselors and others. Summer work-
study especially helpful. Excellent profes-
sional experience. Room and board avail-
able for some positions. Details/applica-
tion: Upward Bound & UB Regional Math-
Science Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
GET INVOLVED! Tour Guide Applications
available now in the Admissions Office,
Chadbourne Hall 581-1561
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fish-
eries. Earn 15,000+/month. Free transpor-
tation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 open-
ings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1-
206-545-4155 ext. 1607
for sale
Ford Escort 1986 2DR, sunroof, PWR mir-
ror, steering, automatic, miles 31K. Excel-
lent, clean, asking for 53800 or BO Phone
945-5979
MINOLTA 35mm camera. With 35-70
and 80-200 zoom lenses, flash, small tri-
pod. 5275 OBO. Call Amy at 581-8064.
Snowboard K2 HC172 1992 model Em-
ery plate bindings 172 CM 1275 or $225
w/o bind. 581-8052 Tom.
2400 Baud internal Modem for IBM and
compatibles first 140 takes it! Call Jeff at
581-6808.
Smith Corona XLSOO typewriter $40
exc. cond. 3 CD's, Eric Clapton, Young
MC, Yo MTV Raps. Steve 866-5733.
2 Freestanding Lofts 1100 or B.O. Call
581-7311 if interested.
apartments
Founders Place - Orono, 2 roommates
needed to share 3 BR Apt. S109/mth. +
util. Call Nick at 866-7409.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 2Bdrm just 3
min walk to campus 5400/mo + elec 56
Park St Please Call Deb 866-4811
Available now or for fall semester Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now
under new management. Make an ap-
pointment to see the difference. 990-5817
or 862-2061 after 5.
Sublet-Hubbard Farms Mayl 1 -Aug31
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. Contact 866-
5525 leave message
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from S200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-7231.
Country-living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site lndry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from UM. Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. S575/mo 866-7789.
apartments
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. S660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW. W/D Hookup. Incl. Heat,
water, sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 945-
5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S550/mo. Luxury
2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths. Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Call 945-
6955 or 945-5260
Available Immediately or for Fall('92)
Spring('93). A quiet place to study within
walking distance to UMaine. 866-7888 or
866-2816.
Orono-Reserve 1 &2 bedroom heated
apts located within walking distance to
University. Tel 866-2816..
i
personals
Congratulations Carolyn Mayer tor be-
ing accepted to YALE Grad School!!!
Alternative Spirituality Circle meeting
Wed March 25 4:00-6:00 Drummond
Chapel Questions 581-6830
Sisters of Phi Mu: Thanks for another
great year, you're the best. Let's keep up
the motivation! Love Shanie
Get Personal. Stop by the basement of
Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.
,
services
Gorgeous: Professional male and female
exotic dancers and singing telegrams. Call
947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, re-place zippers, hemming, etc, Will pick up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.
lost & found
LOST: Leather indoor basketball. Lost Fri
afternoon, 3/20 in Fieldhouse. Says BEN
on it. If found please call Ben at 581-8185
or Dave at 866-4713.
LOST: Blue framed eyeglasses around Car-
negie Hall. Call 866-7297.
LOST: A black Citizen's Men's watch 120
reward. Call Ed at 581-7926.
LOST: A gold ring with a light pale blue
stone in Fieldhouse or women's locker
room on 3/16. Call Monica at 866-0254.
LOST: A brown leather LL Bean pouch at
Geddy's on 3/17. Call Melissa at 866-
0401.
FOUND: Round tortoise shell women's
glasses in a purple pearl vision case. Left in
Language Lab in Little Hall. Call 581-7358
Michelle
travel
Reading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytime for only S169 with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's GO! & NY Times.) Also,
low roundtrip fares to West coast. AIRHITCH
212-864-2000
wanted
Wanted: Silver trumpet Bflat in good con-
dition for High School student. Reason-
ably priced. 884-8330 eves.
misc.
Need money for college 207-646-7008.
Adoption New England couple long to
become a loving family through adoption.
Plenty of room in our hearts and home to
give a baby. Please call collect anytime.
Elaine and Tom 802-235-2312.
Looking for your very own cash cow? Sell
T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call
942-0236.
